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Trading forests for fuel
Ohio lawmakers to consider drilling for oil in protected state parks
By Josh Comer
REPORTER

Environmental groups are worried thai climbing home heating
costs will cause those in the Ohio
General Assembly to no longer
see state forests for the trees, but
for the valuable fuel contained in
the soil.
Introduced
in October
by Republican Sen., leffry
Armbruster, Ohio Senate Bill 193
would create a board to lease
public land to private companies,
lifting barriers to drilling lor oU
and natural gas in state parks.
"As fuel prices increase, I believe
one of die most important ways
we can offset that trend is by finding ways to increase production
as well." Armbruster said.
Groups like the Ohio
Environmental Council and the
Ohio State I'ublic Interest Group
disagree with Armbnister's proposed approach, calling the measure damaging to sensitive ecosystems and shortsighted.
"The bill has one group of
benefactors, oil a;,d natural gas
companies, but hurts the other 11
million people living in the state
of Ohio," said lack Shaner, public
affairs director for die OEC.
Shaner said that the amount
of fuel that could potentially be
found on public land would have
a negligible impact on consumer gas and oil prices compared
to the harm wells could cause
to currendy protected habitats
Amy Gomberg, Environmental
Associate for the Ohio state P1RG,
echoed that message, saying that
only 3 percent of land suitable for
drilling in Ohio is on the stateowned property7 that this bill
would open to companies.
Those in the oil and gas industry disagree, saying that diose offlimits resources are an important part of die solution to Ohio's
energy shortage.
"There is no one source of energy that is going to solve everything," said Thomas Stewart,
Executive Vice President of the
Ohio Oil and Gas Association.
Accessing natural gas and oil
unreachable under current law is
needed to slow the rise of heating
costs, Stewart said.
Gomberg said any monetary
benefits to consumers would be
temporary due to the exhaustOIL. PAGE 6

GSS proposal would promote
energy-sawy cars on campus
Owners of hybrids
could park for free
with GSS legislation
By Cassandra Shofar
REPORTER

In addition to saving on gas
money and promoting a healthier environment, hybrid vehicles
may give students freebies on
parking fees.
"Bowling Green has done a
lot to try to improve environmental awareness on campus
... this is just another step in
that direction," said graduate
student Matthew Hoostal at the
Graduate Student Senate meeting on Friday.
While Hoostal isn't a member
of the GSS, he helped Mamoon
Al-Rshaidat—GSS representative
of the biological sciences depart-

ment — develop this legislation,
which requests that parking fees
be waived for students who own
hybrid vehicles.
The GSS vote passed the legislation, but there were some mixed
opinions about whether waiving
the parking fees is really going to
make a difference in how many
people buy hybrid vehicles.
However, Hoostal believes
this legislation is meant to make
a positive statement for the
University, and may also lead
other Ohio schools to consider
similar actions
"It can bring good publicity to BG," Hoostal said. "|Andl
if BG gets in the forefront of this
movement to add incentives for
people to buy hybrids, maybe
more people will jump on the
bandwagon."
On the contrary, some people

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

Partly
Cloudy

believe that waiving parking fees
doesn't say much and isn't worth
giving students the freebie.
"I just think people owning
hybrids already got the benefit
of owning a hybrid. Why should
the University subsidize that?"
said GSS Representative-at-Large
Mark Swihart.
Also discussed at the meeting was legislation proposed by
Swihart. Under the proposed
legislation, students under the
University health care insurance
would be given the option to
not buy mental health coverage,
which is currently required.
"Why should you force |students] to have that coverage when
the University already offers those
services?" Swihart said, adding
that he believes mental health
GSS,PAGE 6
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Jamie Bernsteinfe speech
"10 Prerequisites to Being a
Great Music Educator," was
part ol the College ol Musical
Arts' Hand Music Heading and
By Oave Herrera
Directors Clinic It was only
REPORtER
the latest appearance on her
Over 200 people flowed into nonstop tour ol sorts to pre
Kobacker Hall Friday to hear serve her father's legacy which
she says lias been
lamie
Bernstein.
slowly declining into
daughter of the
the 20th century.
late and legendary
"I do a lot of Young
composer Leonard
People's
Concerts
Bernstein, speak about
— around the world,
her father's life, her life
with him and her love
actually," referring to
the television shows
of his music
the elder Bernstein
U'onard Bernstein is
would broadcast sevprobably best known
JAMIE
as the writer of "West
eral times a year. She
BERNSTEIN
noted China and
Side Story," which was
Havana, Cuba as just
later made into an
Academy Award-winning film. two oilier stops.
Bruce Moss, the director
He conducted the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra as its of hands at the University,
music director for 11 years and said that the opportunity fol
wrote over 40 original works
before his death in 1990.
COMPOSER. PAGE 2

Daughter preserves
her father's legacy by
touring the country

ANEW YEAR

Jordan Flower

BGNH

CHINESE NEW YEAR: Yanping Su preformed a traditional
Chinese dance last night at the celebration dinner. The year ot
the dog will actually begin next weekend.

Worship on campus
Choirs from Ohio
and Michigan come
together to worship
By Johnny Payne
REPORtER

"Hallelujah!" may have been
the most popular word of
this weekend as eight gospel
choirs from all over the region
descended on the Union ballroom to perform in the Third
Annual BGSU Gospel Festival
last Friday and Saturday.
"The purpose of this event
is to celebrate gospel music
through unity, music, and fellowship," die vice president of
the University's choir, Huriey I.
Coleman, said. "This weekend
has made Bowling Green. Ohio
the center of attention for the
gospel music industry."
Friday night's event, called
The College Blowout, featured

WEDNESDAY
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Remembering
a music legend

gospel choirs hailing from
universities across Ohio and
Michigan. Bach choir was
allotted two musical selections
for its performance, which,
according to Coleman "gives
each choir a platform to express
themselves musically"
But at 7 p.m. — the designated starting time for the event
— the Union ballroom was
almost empty, aside from the
band, which was conducting a
sound-check, and the ushers,
who were awaiting the arrival of
the crowd. Coleman anticipated that die crowd would reach
2,000 people.
By 7:30 p.m. the room was
nearly full of people, many of
whom were already dancing
and singing, and at 8 p.m., the
festivities finally got under way.
The opening prayer given by
liindon McCarroll set the bar for
the kind of intense energy that

would be found on stage for the
rest of the evening.
McCarroll briskly paced
the large stage set up in the
middle of the ballroom, vigorously praying and inserting the
words "Oh, God" in between
every sentence.
The music and song began
during the "Praise and Worship"
portion of the festival, which got
the crowd clapping, dancing
and bobbing their heads to the
music. Those who were familiar
with the words sang along, and
pairs ol raised hands could be
seen throughout the audience
until the end of the song.
The master of ceremonies,
Wesley Moore, took the Stage
after a welcome address given
by the University s gospel choil
president.
Moore, In a booming voice.
GOSPEl, PAGE ?
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Visiting choirs stir up Union ballroom Inspirational tribute
GOSPEL. FROM PAGE 1
delivered a stirring speech
during which he urged the
crowd (o "stand up and make
some noise for God."
"We're not here to entertain
anybody," he said. "We're here
to worship God."
The audience remained
standing for the BGSU Gospel
Choir's performance, which
left junior Aquilla Weadon
very moved.
Weadon, who has participated in the festival before,
said everyone always leaves
the event with a smile on
their face.
"It's very moving and
spiritual," she said. "It really heightens your spiritual
intellect."
larrett McClellan.aseniorat
the University of Toledo who
worked alongside Weadon at
the event, agreed.

Jordan Flower BGNe«

'PRAISE GOD': The gospel choir kicks off the 3rd annual gospel fest Friday
night, the event brought eight choirs and nearly 1,500 people.

"It's great to bring all these
college Christians together to
express their musical gifts," he
said. "It really gives us a sense
of release."
Performances bythe Gospel
ChoirfromOaklandUniversity
in Michigan and the Eastern
Michigan University's choir
were the highlights of the evening, which came to a close as
McCarroll — who recited the
opening prayer — delivered
the benediction.
"I really liked all of the
choirs, but I must say Eastern
Michigan's was phenomenal,"
McClellan said.
The festival, which was
sponsored bytheBGSUGospel
Choir, continued on Saturday
with a seminar and a series
of musical performances by
some of gospel music's most
popular artists, such as Hock
Nation Movement.

Rehab favored over jail for first-time DUIs
Programs combine
treatment, sentences
for drunk drivers
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) ( omicted drunken drivers living
at an Akron jail don't have cell
doors or bars on their windows
and can watch cable television,
wear jeans and sleep in bedding
from home.
Elsewhere in Ohio, first-time

Ohio.
Defenders of hotel programs
for first-time offenders say the
sentences focus on treatment
and shouldn't be considered
punishment.
"It's really intervention."
said Debbie Gershel, a prevention coordinator at Dublin
Counseling In suburban
Columbus.
And Bernie Hochford, executive vice president of Oriana

offenders can check into hotels
for treatment programs that
allow breaks for working on
laptops and listening to music.
Critics of these alternate
sentences being offered to
drunken drivers say the punishments aren't harsh enough.
"This is all about stopping
the behavior so it doesn't happen again," said David Scales,
executive director for Mothers
Against Drunk Driving in

House, a treatment center
that runs the Glenwood Mil in
Akron, says studies have shown
that combining jail time with
treatment can be more effective.
"What we've found is it's a lot
better to have them do both at
the same time," he said.
Convicted drunken drivers
in Ohio are required to serve
DRUNKS. PAGE 6

Legislators work to get more money for colleges
Bill could mean that
graduates will earn
more for universities
CLEVELAND (AP) —State lawmakers are looking at a plan to
offer more state money to colleges based on how many students graduate.
It's another idea to make Ohio

more competitive in today's
economy, say its sponsors, state
Sens Randy Gardner of Bowling
Green and Joy Padgett of
Coshocton. both Republicans.
The details have yet to be
worked out, but the two senators introduced (he plan
recendy to the Inter-University
Council of Ohio, a group of
college presidents.

"Because of our long history
of being a manufacturing state,
Uiere hasn't been much incentive to have a college degree,"
Gardner said. "But with the
economy we're in now, we need
more Students and we need
more graduates right now."
Roderick Chu, chancellor of
the Ohio Board of Regents, said
the incentive money is a good

idea. Universities would have
to do more to help students
who are destined to drop out,
he said.
"Higher education hits been
sort of a sorting and filtering system, making sure only the best
and brightest get through," Chu
said. "The problem right now in
6RADS.PAGE6

and "outward" personalities of
her fat her, a system that she said
has been, after several years of
Bernstein to speak was a "unique trying, the most effective.
"Those two sides to him ...
angle" for students
"She is an arts advocate, she's together just made this dynama writer, and she has a various ic, incredible human being,"
bag of tricks in the speeches that she told the crowd.
She called the inward part of
she gives that either promote
her father's music or promote herfatherhiscomposerside.dismusic education in general," cussing his struggles and eventual triumphs as a "25-year-old
Moss said.
Moss hoped that students skinny lewish American guy"
found "mystique" in hearing in New York City attempting to
the stories of growing up in the succeed as an artist.
At the same time, she said,
Bernstein home.
"They know that she's a blood he "desperately" wanted to be
relative of one of the geniuses of a part of the academic music
world, an endeavor which
the last century." he said.
In an interview, Bernstein would often fail him.
"He just kind of was
said it has become
easier for his works They know- what he was, and not
everybody liked what
to become lost in
the shuffle since she's a blood he was," she said. "He
his death in 1990.
not pretentious
relative of was
"He's not physiand he was not fakone of the ing anything ... and
cally here and he's
not making new
that's rare."
geniuses
recordings," she
Stephanie
of
the
last
Hogenkam, of St.
said.
Bernstein said
High School in
century." lohn's
she takes great
Dclphos. Ohio, was
BRUCE MOSS,
pride in being able
one of the hundreds of
BAND DIRECTOR
to have a job so
high school students
closely related to
at BG for the weekend
her father's work.
clinic and attended Bernstein's
"It's a very gratifying job, of speech. Shesaidthat the speech
course, because he's fabulous," had inspired her to want to look
she said. "You don't have to at some of Leonard Bernstein's
work too hard to convince Ipeo- work when she got home.
plel that he's great."
"1 just like how she talked
Bernstein spoke for around about her dad inspiring her so
an hour and held a question much," she said.
and answer session with the
Sharah Stebclton, from
audience. Her enthusiasm was Bloom Carroll High School
obvious, as she virtually ignored in Carroll, Ohio, liked hearthe existence of her podium for ing about the elder Bernstein
most of the time, and instead himself, from lamie Bernstein's
roamed around the stage.
unique perspective.
Later that night, she
appeared at a concert with
the University's Symphonic
Band to provide the narration
to Aaron Copland and Walter
Bcelcr's "Lincoln Portrait."
CORRECTIONS
"What my father was really
good at was communicating
Photograph credit
the fun of music ... to sit and
incorrect
on Friday
listen to great music being perFriday's issue of The BG
formed," Bernstein said. "That's
News, the photos of basketthe part of the legacy that I'm
ball player Julie Gompers in
most interested in sharing."
"Gaining a whole new per"It's like continuing the tradispective" were taken by Jordan
tion," she said.
l-'lower, not Julie DiFranco.
Bernstein divided her speech
into sections on the "inward"
COMPOSER, FROM PAGE 1
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Average membership fees are between
$200-$600 a year and vary by chapter.
Membership fees are used for
academic incentives, brotherhood/
sisterhood events, chapter operations,
social events,
insurance, etc.
No membership fees or dues are
allowed
to be spent on alcohol.
Some fraternities/sororities offer
payment plans to help pay dues.
Upcoming Greek Events:
Panhellenic Sorority Carnival
January 23rd • 10am-3pm
B side of Union Ballroom
IFC open houses
January 23rd & 25th • 6pm-9pm
Panhellenic Sorority Informal Recruitment
January 23-26th
For locations and times please contact
Kate Freedman at:
basusororities@hotmail.com

Greek
su
Office of Residence

Life

Campbell Hill Townhouses
Looking for the perfect apartment or house for next year? Why
not combine the best of both worlds in a townhouse at Campbell
Hill. Nowhere else can you find a home only TWO BLOCKS from
campus that offers plenty of parking and is within walking distance
to the football stadium, rec center and library. Also available for your
convenience the BGSU shuttle has two stops at Campbell Hill for
those cold winter days when walking is out of the question.
Take a walk inside any of our two and three bedroom townhouses
to experience a spacious three floor unit complete with a full living
room, large kitchen and dining room, one and a half baths, and a full
size basement rec room perfect for your pool table or TV entertainment
area. Amenities in every unit include: air conditioning, dishwashers,
garbage disposals, front and back entrances, doorbells, peepholes,
miniblinds, linen closets and cable outlets in all bedrooms and the
living room.
All units come completely furnished at NO EXTRA COST. Extra
amenities included in select units are French double doors, washers/
dryers, basement patios, ceramic tile floors, and microwaves.
The best kept secret is the price! Three bedroom
townhouses start at $180.00 per person for five people and
two bedroom townhouses range from $183.75 (4 people)
to $245.00 (3 people). We dare you to compare- the
competition CANNOT BEAT OUR PRICES! Sign up today
for the best deal in town!
Call Greenbriar Inc. at (419) 352-0717 or visit us online at
■
www.greenbriarrentals.com for a complete listing of all our available
apartments and houses and layouts of our most popular units.

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Sat 9am-1pm

445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402

www.GreekBGSU.com

GREENBRIAR, INC.
Leadership • Scholarship • Brotherhood/Sisterhood • Community Service

(419)352-0717

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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OHIO TWINS GET PROBATION FOR PRANK"
NEWARK, Ohio (AP) —A judge sentenced twin sisters
to probation for posting death threats against their
high school classmates on a Web site, which they
said was a prank. Hanaa and Namaa Babieh, 16,
apologized Friday in licking County Juvenile Court.
The blog site is popular with teenagers.

get a

CAMPUS
EXHIBITION

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
IHF BG DEWS

life

CWRU shooter will
get life sentence

calendar of events
9:30 a.m.
Art PortiOlio Review
Fine Ms Center
2 p.m.
Concert Band performance
Hobacker. Moore Musical Arts
Center
5 p.m.
Band Music Reading and Directors
Clinic
Kobacker, Moore Musical Ms
Center
6:30 [J HI

Men's Chorus bachelor/worker
fundraiser auction.
Union Ballroom
8 p.m.
Symphonic Band Performance
Kobacker, Moore Musical Ms
Center

Pat Oarsman BGNews

ARTISTIC PRECISION: Sophomore Erin Gerard, a 2-D Studies major, puts the finishing touches on her piece for the annual
Undergraduate Art and Design Exhibition that will be held from Feb. 14 to March 1.

Statistics reveal false campus crime rates
Desire to improve
university image
results in deception
By Sarah Goldlarb
U-WlltE

UNIVERSITY PARK. Pa. -At least
three Pennsylvania universities
have recently enme under fire for
shoddy campus crime-reporting practices, but officials say
students shouldn't worry about
the numbers at Pennsylvania
State University.
After an investigation by The
Philadelphia Inquirer showed
more sexual assaults and burglaries had occurred at West Chester
University than were reported to
the U.S. Department of Education,
the university was forced to revise
the original figures.
Other
Philadelphia-area
schools, including LaSalle
University, Drexel University

and, in 1998, the University of
Pennsylvania, were also found to
have incorrectly reported data to
the federal government.
Penn State University Police
Director Bruce Kline said that
although he feels an obligation
to give the correct information to
the public,gatheringthe numbers
is frustrating at times.
"It is a nuisance, but it's probably easier here than in a city like
Philadelphia," he said.
The legislation says police have
to report offenses on property and
public areas adjacent to the campus, Kline said.
"Does that mean the sidewalk?
Beaver Ave.? 1 low far do you go?"
he said. It's an issue police have to
deal with, he said.
Kline said that once Penn State
designated the on- and off-campus boundaries, the process of
reporting crimes became easier.
The university decided to include

Aon Aon Aon Aon Aon Aon Aon .\on Aon AOP Aon Aon

'It's all about looking
better to the public.
They need to care
more about students
getting the truth
about what's going
on at their campus."
S. BELL, WEST CHESTER SPKSMN

College Avenue and its sidewalk in
the Ml-campus statistics — run
tiling past those parameters,
including fraternities, is included
in the off-campus numbers.
Penn State spokesman Tysen
kendig said Perm State has not
had too many complications
with reporting crimes either on
or off campus.
"It is a common problem with
universities as big as Penn State,"
he said. "But Penn State, and
State College in general, is one of
the safest environments in this

country."
The Clery Act, named for

leanne Ann Clery, a Lehigh
University student who was raped
and murdered in her dorm room
in April 1980, requires all colleges to annually report crimes
such as murder, aggravated
assault and robbery, according to
SecurityonQimpus.org.
When college campuses across
the nation announced their
annual crime statistics, the data
showed eight sexual offenses hud
occurred at Penn State in 2004,
while West Chester University
reported only one.
"I thought I was attending a
very safe school," West Chester
student Amanda I lunler said "It
seemed kind of strange to me that
such little crime was happening,

but I believed the statistics."

Catherine Bath, executive
director of Security on Campus, a
national organization devoted to
safer campuses, said she believes
only half of all schools are report-

ing the correct figures to the K"1
eminent. This is not jus) an issue
ol schools in big cities," she said.
In the U. S. Department of
lustice study, sonic colleges
reported that while working with
local police to obtain the off-campus statistics, the police depart
menis were often uncooperative!
and some colleges were unable to
acquire the accurate information.
"We are fortunate we don't
have that problem at Penn Stale,"
Kline said.
Stephen Bell, West Chester
spokesman, said the schools
incorrect numbers were a result
of The Clery Act's confusing
requirements.
Bath said she thinks the inaccurate reporting of figures stems
from a desire of college- to
improve their image.
"It's all about looking better to
the public," she said. "They need
to care more about students get
ting the truth about what's going
on at their campus"

CLEVELAND (AP) - A jury
yesterday recommended life
in prison without parole for
a former graduate student
who killed one student and
wounded two Others during a
seven-hour siege inside Case
Western Reserve University's
business school.
Hiswanath Haider was
convicted last month of killing Norman Wallace during the 2003 shooting spree
and standoff
lie could have received
the death penalty, but the
jury rejected the ultimate
sentence during two days of
deliberations, judge Peggy
Pctey lones, who must formally decide Haider's fate.
put off sentencing until
Feb. 17
Psychologists had testified that Haider is sane but
delusional, and his attorneys
argued that the 65-year-old's
life should be spared because
he is mentally ill. Defense
attorneys acknowledged he
was the gunman.
"We're just happy they Ithe
jury! fell on the side of giving him life," defense attorney Kevin Caffcrkey said.
"But he will serve the rest ol
life in prison and n ill never,
ever leave a jail cell, and I feel

comfortable with that."
Cuyahoga
County
Prosecutor Bill Mason
said Haider deserved the
death penalty.
"While we are disappointed that Mi. Haider will not
receive the maximum punishment for his deadly siege,
we hope that his victims and
their families can take some
comfort in the fact that Mr.
Haider will never again sec
the light of day," Mason said.
Haider, originally from
Calcutta, India, attacked the
school armed with more than
1.000 rounds of ammunition
because he believed a school
computer lab employee
hacked into his Web site that
was devoted to helping fellow India natives form businesses, prosecutors said.

Open (Qeeniitment
Mon
Tue
Thu
Mon

Jan 23
Jan 24
Jan 26
Jan 30

8-10 pm
8-10 pm
8-10 pm
8-10pm

Questions? Contact
Abby at aeyoder@bgsu.edu
HOY
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VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
Come see a UPS Recruiter on campus:

The UPS
EARNANO

Mon, 1/23 from 10am-2pm @ Career Center

LEARN

Mon, 1/23 from 2:30pm-4:30pm @ Student Union

T*

Program

Tues, 1/24 from 11am-3pm @ Career Center
Get up to $23,000"

Tues, 1/24 from 3:30pm-5:30pm @ Student Union

in College Education
Assistance!

Wed, 1/25 from 10am-2pm @ Career Center
SPACIOUS APARTMENTS • EXCELLENT LOCATIONS
EXTRA AMENITIES

"Home away from Home"

Hours of Operation:
Preload • 4am-8am
Day • 11:30am-3:30pm
Twilight • 5pm-9pm

• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday - Friday 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Weekends By Appointment • Anytime By Appointment

FOR RENTAL INFORMATION
Call 419-354-3533
or visit villagegreen-bg.com
480 Lehman Avenue
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

Midnight • 10:45pm-2:45am
Shift times are approximate.
To inquire about Part-Time Package Handler employment opportunities,
apply online at: WWW.upsjobs.com

For additional information,
please contact:
Bethany Speiser
(bspeisetSbgnet. bgsu.edu)
or Pete Ortiz
(shglpwo@ups.com)
Or call: 419-891-6820
1550 Holland Road
Maumee, OH 43537
tqu.il Opportunity Employet
•Progi<im guidelines apply

I
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QUOTE

OPINION

"It 's- only a matter of time.'

Osama hin Union
(newmd

ST.UTKMTOIIIAI.

Legislators eye oil in state parks

li.ipuiK rising oil and healing .iisis have fed legislators in
c oltimbus lo seek alternative
waysol lowering costs.
Republican
Sen.
lefirj
Armbrustcr introduced Ohio
Senate bill 193 in October.
I he hill would lilt harriers lo
drilling for oil and natural Has on
public property — property that
includes state p.nks.
Executives in the oil industrv
cleartj have profit interests at
heart ami iavor passing the hill.
Supporters argue that Ohio

YOU DECIDE
Do you think the benefits drilling
for oil are worth the costs? Send
an E-mail to thenews@bgnews.
com and tell us what you think,
or post feedback on our Web
site.

residents could benefit from a
larger state oil supply
Ohio Oil and Gas Associations
executive vice president has the
opinion that acknowledging risks

will minimize potential damage
lo the environment
We at the BO News believe this
is exactly the wrong solution to
the problem.
The small number of state
parks and public lands arc set
aside for protection, not to use as
a pool of cheap resources.
Oil executives note that every
worthy venture holds risk, but it's
not worth risking irreplaceable
public lands
Resources on public lands
are currently off-limits and they

Lions fans fed up with Millen
t

BRIAN
SZABELSKI

Opinion Columnist
Some day in the future,
1 he children of the world
will leai n (it agroup
i if people wh< i were once so
unhappy with the status quo
thai they rose up and sought
to change it in a way'that had
never been done before, and in
doing so. changed the course
ol history.
lechnically, by group of
IHiiple, I mean Detroit Lions

fans like myself, and by history,
I mean sports history, but that's
nisi a small oversight.
I he real important thing to
remember here is what Lions

fans have been attempting to
da lorce Lions owner Bill Fold
Ore embattled and controversial CEO Malt Milieu.
I he idea of management and
fans not getting along is nothing new. as sports fans of many
teams have complained for
years to deaf ears.
Whal makes things different
this time, though, is the manner in which we Lions fans are
letting Ford, Milieu, and other
lions management know that
the\ are unhappy
Let's Man at the beginning ol
the mess.
In 2(101, with Detroit finishing what would he their first
ol live-straight seasons IK'IOW
'■no. I oid hired Millen. who
had absolutely no experience in
running a franchise, as the new
Lions CIO.
The decision raised the eyebrows of some I Jons fans, and
more would continue to join
them as Millen proceeded to
make some of the most bizane
ii linns in franchise history.
For example, hiring the relatively-unknown and unproven
Mam- Monihinweg as head

coach, and in the process being
fined for failing to niter) lew
minority candidate: calling
former Lions wide receiver
lohnnie Morton a word unfit
lor printing: drafting three wide
receivers In the first round of
the last three NTT. drafts, which
led to me also using a word
until for printing; signing few
players in the off-season who
have contributed to the team:
and leading I he Lions to a 21 -58
record under his leadership.
Adding to that the fact that
Millen recenth received a fiveyear extension from Lord, and
it's clear to see why 1 ions fans
have finally had enough.
Hut they have not taken the
usual channels of just calling
in to sports talk shows and letting their frustrations out The
tans of the Detroit Lions have
decided the best waj to tone
Bill Lord's hand and get Milieu's
firing is to protest.
Iheie have been other fan
protests in the past, but none
ol them have seemingly gained
the popularity of the fire
Millen movement.
The reason for the movements sudden popularity
am in part he traced back to
the non violent — and often
creative—protests by participants. Chants of "lire Millen".
with signs reading the same,
have broken out during other
sporting events in and around
I letroit. and on the road where
Detroit teams travel.
It hasn't stopped with just
that I luring the I ions' home
finale against the (ancinnati
Bengals, some fans participated
in an "orange-out".
I low ever, unlike the ones
here at the Doyt. this was a
sign of silent protest Detroit
sports talk station WDFN also
organized an Angry l:an March
through the streets around liird
Field, with fans marching and
chanting about how Milieu

should lie fired.
Still, the situation has not
changed much. Millen still has
a job and the fans are still angry.
I low this story will finish is
anyone's guess, though Lord
seems unwilling to budge al
the moment.
But why bring this up? Why
write about this story? What
purpose could a bunch of disgruntled fans have?
It's not the idea behind die
movement as much as the
movement itself.
Hor once in the sports
world, rather than just sit and
complain, people aie actually
attempting to do something to
force change, an idea that could
be applied lo the world outside

of sports.
We've seen thishap|icn in
the past during the (livil Rights
movement, Vietnam, and now
during the conflict in Iraq.
But the percentage of people
who actually protest, when
compared to the percentage of
people who believe something
is right or wrong, is small.
We've grown accustomed
to letting our politicians, both
Democrat and Republican,
speak for us rather than use our
own voices.
So maybe what we should
be thinking lo ourselves about
why so many people are sitting
diere idle and what we could
do to change thai, to make
our voices heard on what we
believe and feel should happen.
Maybe it's time not to just call
into talk radio and vent hut go
out and peacefully make our
presence known.
Who knows? If we're loud
enough, then maybe, just
maybe, .something might get
done, like, say, the Lions finally
firing Matt Millen.
And what a day it will be.
Send comments lo Brian al
hsziM(" lifpu.edu

Granted freedoms disappear
ANDY
MILANSINCIC

U-Wire columnist
I huh Kent Slater
Kent Slate L'nhvrsity
Did you know America
used to lie a free country V
If not, you're forgiven.
Freedom isn't talked about much
these days, unless it's in the context ol exporting it via air strikes
to our run-kiving homeboys in
the Middle Last.
People were once free to do
some silly things. They could

drive without seal Mis. Ihey
could smoke cigarettes in testaurants. Ihey could even choose to
retire without the luxurious benefits of mandatory Social Security.
Today, this freedom apparently
comes at too high a cost I he silly
little liberties that occupied the
attention of some long-forgotten
dead guys circa 17T(i are nothing
compared to the largesse of our
federal government.
After all. didn't lliose dead guys
say our rights come from government, and diat government's
role is to make us free from our-

selves? (Maybe it was lire other
way around. 1 watched the latest
episode ol "Ally McBeal" instead
of studying for thai junkir high
history test back in '97).
Instead of freedom, loday's
government prides itself on
delivering "fairness.'Iherc used
to be a saying that "life's not fair."
but our politicians are working
around the clock to fix that
In 1979, they started a bureaucracy called IT-MA to make life
fair for people in disaster areas.

energy sources
should remain this way.
Windmills harvest energy that
Those opposing the bill say
there isn't enough oil in public seems to lie in endless supply
lands to lower oil costs for the — al least in this part of the state.
Although they may not provide
long term.
legislators in Columbus appar- the most attractive sight in a state
ently have no plans to preserve park, they don't have the potential to kill wildlife and destroy
the state for future generations.
Searching for new sources of habitats as oil would if there were
oil is also on the national agenda a spill.
The city of Bowling Green is
as the Arctic National Wildlife
refuge reportedly is also targeted Setting an example for surrounding areas as to the benefit of using
for drilling.
look no further than renewable energy sources.
About 20 percent of the
Howling Green for alternative

city's energy comes from
renewable resources.
In addition to the windmills,
solar panels are also used to
gather energy.
There are plenty of other
options beyond drilling for oil on
public lands.
The risk is too high in comparison to the potential benefits
Our legislators need to listen up and learn that pushing for more use of renewable
resources is sound investment
in the future.

PF()pT F Super Bowl efforts
0NTHE STREET makeover Detroit

Do you think it would
be worth drilling for
oil in Ohio state parks
if it lowers costs?

r-J
NICKRUSNAK
SOPHOMORE, POLITICAL
SCIENCE
"Absolutely not. If we
start destroying protected lands what's
left?"

I ir

BRAD NILEY
SOPHOMORE,
SOCIOLOGY
"You can't destroy
everything. We have
to keep nature."

AMANDA BARREA
FRESHMAN, BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
"I don't sec them
being environmentally
sound about it. Why
would you do that?"

PARIS HENDERSON
FRESHMAN,
PSYCHOLOGY
"We shouldn't bring
industry to animals'
habitats."
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Asa kid living in the suburbs of Detroit, I had a
shirt that describes how
most outsiders feel about the
city. It said, "Detroit: cars, bars
and a few weirdos."
The often jeered — rarely
cheered city — will host Super
Bowl XI. at lord field in less than
two weeks.
It seems hard to believe that
a city with such a negative
reputation would win such a
prize — officials see hosting
this event as a way to boost the
city's reputation.
I suppose it takes an event as
big as the Super Bowl to motivate Michigan's politicians to
clean up the city.
IX'troilers voted lo allow casinos into the city which helped
boost business in the Greek
Town area of the city.
But. change has been slow
before plans surfaced to host the
Super Bowl.
Karly ambitions to host the
Super Bowl began in 1990 when
the city mapped out plans for
improvements.
Hie plan identified problematic and highly visible areas such
as Woodward Avenue and other
main streets.
These streets and sidewalks
were repaved and new glass
replaced broken, boarded up
windows.
One part of the plan specified a goal lo attract 50 new
shops and restaurants on Lower
Woodward Avenue. Today thai
part of the plan is a success—64
new businesses have come to
the area.
Campus Martius park is also a
product of the Detroit's rebirth.
The park mimics Rockefellerstyle in New York City.
Some argue thai a few coats
of paint won't fix all of the city's
problems.
George lackson, president of
the Detroit Economic Growth
(xirp., was very involved in the
entire process of renovating
the city.
He said, "We cannot rebuild
the city in 36 months." However,
he has hopes the Super Bowl
will catalyze the improvement
process.
But, what about the problems
that can't lie fixed with a visual
makeover?
Detroit has a reputation of
high crime rates and a large
homeless population.
A report released by Wayne
Stale University's Michigan
Metropolitan Information
(inter showed Detroit's rate
of serious crime is 26 percent
below the national average.

ERIN
BZYMEK
Opinion Editor

Crime rates might be a misconception, the homeless population is an issue.
What is the quick and easy
solution to the 13,000 homeless
people in the city?
While the rest of the city
attends high-dollar official NFL
events hosted by die likes of
Magic lohnson, the homeless
won't be left out.
Detroit Rescue Mission
Ministries will host a three-day
party for Detroit's homeless
population.
Big-screen televisions will
provide Super Bowl coverage,
food, clothes, beds and providers will be available to discuss
long-term care.
In a Detroit Free Press
article, 52-year-old homeless Detroiter Joe Richie sees
through the efforts.
"They just want to get us off
the streets, keep us from panhandling. When the game is
over and we wake up the next
morning, I still got nothing in my
pockets," he said.
There's no doubt the Super
Bowl will bring many benefits to
the city such as increased business revenues and — if all goes
well — a shiny new reputation.
My belief is this big party
could leave a big hangover over
the city.
Apart from the Detroit Rescue
Mission Ministries party, little
has been done to address the
problems that have crippled the
city for so long.
Construction will camouflage
the eye sores for the little time
visitors and the press flood the
city — but I have little faith the
efforts will continue in the
long term.
If the efforts to improve
Detroit outlast the critics'
remarks, what could this mean
for cities such as Cleveland
and Cincinnati?
Maybe the biggest game in
football will become more than
just the biggest game in football.
Optimistically, Detroiters
will see the potential in the
dilapidated city and bring much
needed business
I see potential, but the
real challenge is to convince
the skeptics who maintain
Detroit is a city of cars, bars
and a few weirdos.
Send comments to Erin at
ebzymek@bgsu.edu
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Google builds
media monopoly
MATTHEW
STEPHENSON
U-Wirecolumnist
Daily News
Ball Slate University
Every day millions—if
not billions—of people
around the world use the
Internet for work and play. More
than likely, the typical Internet
user conies across Google at
least once in his journey around
the Worid Wide Web.
Here at Ball State University,
Google is quickly becoming a
best friend to the thousands of
us who are studying to move up
the socio-economic ladder. It is
a study buddy, dictionary, messenger and librarian. It has our
e-mail, the news and even an
interactive world map. Soon, it
will haw even more to offer.
In addition to being a pop-culture phenomenon on the level of
Windows 95 and the early days
of both Yahoo! and Amazon,
com, Google is now moving into
media that should create concern within our generation.
According to MediaPost
Publications, Google made the
announcement on Tuesday it
is in the process of obtaining
dMarc Broadcasting, "a provider
of automated ad delivery platfomis for radio stations." This
comes on the heels of Google
selling ad space in a Chicago
newspaper and inventory in
several magazines.
Google has maneuvered
to become one of the largest
mega-corporations in the worid
—rivaling Microsoft, Apple, Dell
and IBM as one of the most recognizable names in technology.
Even Microsoft has been unable
to beat down the popularity and
stardom of the Google behemoth with the new technology
powering its MSN Web search.
However, Google is moving out of its realm of technology and further into the
vast world of journalism
and telecommunications.

Google Print even offers search
and view of entire literary works
online, which is complicating
and blurring the copyright laws
for the authors of the works
—causing some controversy in
the publishing worid.
Much like Microsoft and
Anakin Skywalker, Google is
being tempted by the "Dark
Side," but for Google, the
"Dark Side" is greed and
monopolization.
How much longer until
Yahoo! is purchased by Google?
Or until Google launches its
own television station? I low
much longer until Google creates its own operating system to
rival Windows?
The sky is the limit with
Google, but the sky is not always
blue: Sometimes it is black and
full of lighuiing and destruction.
But the American public would
rather have a great blue sky
than the storm-ridden grey sky
American capitalism has often
seen this decade
While we should embrace
the competition Google might
create for tech companies here
in America and the rest of the
worid. there should be a greater
limit on the niono|>olization
Google is exploring
But how much power will we
allow Google to have?
Google has no doubt provided
a great service to current and
prospective Ball State students
with the improved search engine
on the university's Web site.
However, some people
should note that while Google
might be the next great tech
company, it could be harmful
to the American public and
to capitalism.
So, after you finish reading the
paper, go check your G-Mail,
search the web with Google
Search, edit your pictures with
Google-created Picasa software,
then find the Riffel Tower with
Google Earth — but watch out
for those Google logos creeping
into your newspapers, television
broadcasts and other media

TO THE POINT

"chance brought us together,
hearts made us friends.'

Tues. January 24 & Wed. January 25

Oh That's my
monkey butler's
monkey butler

What, you find
something wrong with
paying money to
enslave a cute,
helpless animal to
do all my chores'

Vou didn't think he
did his own work

did you'
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'War on Freedom' attacks American life
FREEDOMS, FROM PAGE 4

That seemed to work pretty well,
so 1 think they're really on
to something
Right now, the government is
making life fair for senior citizens
by giving them free prescription
drugs. Some seniors say ifs not fair
that they have to choose among 30
free plans, while others say it's not
fair that ads for the plans interrupt
"Price is Right" broadcasts.
Back in the dark days of freedom, senior citizens who hadn't
saved their money couldn't afford
health care. To the horror of all,
freedom forced many seniors to

spend their twilight years living
with family instead of in the regal
nursing homes our government
subsidizes today.
This wasn't fair to anyone,
especially the poor family members who had to spend money
on meals for Grandpa instead
of necessities like XBox 360. The
money for Grandpa's food and
medicine is automatically deducted from our paychecks, so we
never miss it.
To extend this bounty even
further, our government spends
money it doesn't have. Grandpa
gets his metis, we get our XBox,
and nobody foots the bill for a few

decades. That sounds fair to me.
I'm glad President Bush and the
Republicans finally got around to
joining the fairness bandwagon.
TUs prescription dnig plan was
their idea, after all. They're finally
catching up to the Democrats,
who made life fair for poor people
by starting the "War on Poverty"
iii 1964.
Pour decades and billions of
dollars later, poverty rates have
plummeted from 1(1.5 percent
to 10.1 percent. I'm very thankful
thai die government has achieved
such success in leveling the playing field. That rate of return sure
beats anything private charities

could achieve in the heartless
"free" system.
In light of all this evidence, perhaps the politicians should start a
"War on Freedom" to get rid <>i the
bad old days once and lor all.
Maybe they could start liy
throwing out the (Constitution,
outlawing <lii isic ins like driving
without a seat Ix'lt. and taxing a

third of our income
America used to beaftee country, But our politicians corrected

thai iuid would Ix1 much happier
if you would just stop thinking
about it. In fact, it ought be safer if
they handled all the thinking.
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Miss America packs up, leaves Jersey
By John Cumin
IHC

ASSOCIATED

PRESS.

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Miss America
rolled thedice movingto las Vegas,
and the gamble paid off, pageant
organizers said yesterday.
Held outside Atlantic City, N.|„
for the first time in its 85-year
history, the pageant wrapped up
Saturday night with the crowning
of Miss Oklahoma lennifer Berry
— and with new buzz for the
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' Spring Recruitment Open House
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faltering grande dame of beauty
competitions.
Yet it remains to be seen
whether what happened in Vegas
will stay in Vegas. Pageant CEO
Art McMaster said that no decision had been made on where
Miss America was headed next,
although the Aladdin Resort &
Casino wanted it back next year.
"I know there are a lot of other
interested cities that would like

to get their hands on this,"
McMaster said.
Also unknown yesterday was
whether the move to Las Vegas
and cable television were enough
to lure back viewers who have
been tuning the pageant out for
years. Ratings information was
not yet available.
"Miss America is a perfect fit
for (iiuntry Music Television, and
we hope last night was siep one

in a long relationship." said Paul
Villudolid, vice president ol programming and development for
die network, which signed ,i live
yeai deal to broadcast Miss America
after ABC dropped the pageant.
Cash-sOapped, the organization
reduced scholarships this yen
Berry, a 22-year-old senior at the
University of Oklahoma, received
$30,000, about $20000 less than
predecessor I X'idre 1 xivvns giit

THE BIGGEST BACK TO SCHOOL
Management Inc.
Now Renting for
2006/2007
Coll 353.5800
Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

STER SALE

8-10pm at the Alpha XI Delta
House on Sorority Row

nope, to see uou. tkt#v{
Any questions, please contact Chrisla at filched bgsu.edu

HOUSES AVAILABLE

Management Inc.
Hillsdale Apts.
1082 Fairview Ave
1 & 2 bdrms / 3 bdrm Twnh
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/Drycrs in
2/3 bdrm./lnierncl special/
Carports/ BGSU Bus Shuttle

ALL HOUSES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES
140 1/2 Manvllle - 2BR. Limit 2 people .
Limit 2 cars. $560.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $560.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to
August 4, 2007.
614 Fourth - 3BR. Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars
$840.00 per month plus utilities, deposit $840.00.
Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars7$690.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people.
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007
232 Lehman - 3BR 1 1/2 duplex. Limit 3 people.
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities,
deposit $620.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to August
4, 2007
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit.
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007.
432 S. College. #A and #B - Duplex Limit 5 people total. Unit #A - $690.00 per month plus utilities.
Unit #B - $480.00 per month plus utilities. Garage
is shared between the units. Lease August 17,
2006 to August 4, 2007.

Management Inc.
Il« iit/sili
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrm apl.
Dishwashcr/GarbagcDisposal
A.C./washer. Dryer in 2 bdrms.
Free Internet/Walk to Campus

/SfEfcCA
Management Inc.
403/405 S. Church
2 bdrm Apt/ 2 bdrm Twnh
1 bath/ close lo downtown

Management Inc.
215 E. Poe
Eff. I bdrm/2 bdrms
Slarting at $255/mo
Laundry on site
15 minute walk to campus
BGSU Bus Route

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.
Trey Aubrey
842/846/850 Seventh St.
T\vo story duplexes
3 bdrm/ 2 balhs/ dishwasher/
garbage disposal Air condition/
Laundry on she

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260
319 E. WOOSTER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8 30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 4:30

Stop by the Office
at 1045 N Main Si
or check website
www.meccaba.com
For complete listing

IMAGES
ONLY $6, $7 AND

$8
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Renewable energy crucial I Existing programs curb drunks
Stewart said damage to the environment can IK? mitigated, and
Ohio citizens can reap the benefits
of an enhanced state fuel supply.
"There is risk to all worthy ventures." Stewart said.
Gomberg said the bill demonstrates the desperation of oil and
natural gas companies.
"They are pushing for this
because they are a dying business." Gomberg said.
linth Gomberg and Shaner said
they advocated development of
renewable sources of power as the
only long-term solution to Ohio's
energy needs
Instead of conducting wells in
state parks. Gomberg said Ohio's
potential lor wind energy should
be harnessed. She pointed to the
windmills in Bending Green as
an example of a successful clean
energy program.
Stewart said that while his
group supports the growth of
renewable energy, the current

OIL. FROM PAGE 1

ible nature of fossil fuels, and the
potential Impact to sensitive eco-\ stems could lx' invparable.
Shaner pointed n > an oil spill in
I Vlauare County that look place
in 2(104 ;is ;ui example of Uie liann
drillingcimid inflict Approximately
I Jti.lXXIgallonsofcnideoil spilled,
requiring the removal of 8,000 tons
■ ii contaminated soil, he said.
Stewart pointed to the spill as
an example of bow seriously the
companies represented by the
OOGA take their commitment to
protecting the environment
"It was immediately cleaned
up," Stewart said "You go (here
today, and you can not tell there
had ever been a spill there."
Siewan said the same safety
guidelines natural gas and oil
companies follow on private lands
would be applied to operations on
public property By acknowledging the risks Inherent to drilling,

situation requires immediatelyviable action.
' These are depleting resources,
but we are going to keep burning fossil fuels." Stewart said. "The
cleanest is natural gas, it's the one
we should bum. but environmental groups say Uiat we can't
drill for it in Ohio. Thai doesn't
make sense."
Stewart said other states with
similar levels of oil and natural gas
on public lands haw legislation in
place that allow companies access
to the fuel.
"Ifdemand continues lobewhat
it is, and we're not replacing what
we're hunting, prices will only continue to rise." Stewart said.
Though Gomberg said Bowling
Green's Sen. Randy Gardner had
previously voted against drilling
on public lands, after repeated
attempts to contact him, The BG
News was unable to reach him for
comment.

DRUNKS, FROM PAGE 2

timein jail if they have multiple
offenses or if their blood-alcohol level is greater than 0.171
percent on the first offense.
Some county judges allow
offenders to shorten their jail
sentences by wearing devices that monitor alcohol in
their sweat.
Ohio public safety records
show that one in nine people
with a state driver's license or
state identification card have
a conviction for driving under
the influence. The number of
Ohio residents with at least one
drunken driving conviction
increased from about 150,000
in 2000 to 966.189 in 2005.
Most drunken drivers
who receive jail sentences in
Summit County pay about S40
a day to go to the Glenwood
Jail, which has fewer restrictions than the county jail but

Senator: Make funding performance-based
anymore without expecting a dents, had a 27 percent graduareturn on that investment," said tion rale in the same year,
"Miami has always been
Padgett, chairwoman of the
very selective about students
Senate Education Committee.
N'o campus would receive less thai they have taken in," said
Cleveland
Slate
money than it currently gets, but each
"You don't President Michael
Schwartz. "Well,
would have to show
just give
we haven't been.
performance gains
to get the incentive
the dollars This has been a
school of opportumoney.
anymore
nity — come one,
Nol every school
come all."
enrolls comparable
without
Schwartz caustudent bodies. For
expecting a tioned against any
example,
Miami
University is selecreturn..." plan driven by
higher graduation
tive about enrollJOY PADGETT,
figures.
ment and had an 80
SENATOR
"If you're going to
percent graduation
reward high gradurale in 2003, the most
ation rates, you betrecent figure available. Cleveland State University, ter be sure the standards thai
which accepts more ai-risk stu- students have lo reach are in

GfiADS. FROM PAGE 2
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tin global economy is that is not
the job WB turd done anymore."
i as) week. I louse Speaker Ion
I lusted announced a plan to
give lax breaks lo students who
earn degrees in math, science
or engineering programs. But
Ohio needs more graduates in

all areas, Chu said

The current stare funding system is based mostly on enrollment and not academic performance.
In the state budget last year,
lawmakers capped tuition
increases while the growth of
sure funding was slowed.
Padgett and Gardner see their
plan as a way to get the slate's
colleges to help themselves.
"You don't just give the dollars

order," he said. "If you slarl
lowering standards to increase
graduation rates, then what
have you gained?"
The Higher Education
Funding Study Council, a group
of lawmakers, regents members
and college representatives, has
lo decide by spring what to do
with $30 million set aside for
higher education next year, The
group is considering Gardner's
and Padgett's ideas.
But Gardner said he hopes
his proposal leads lawmakers to
come up with new ideas for funding higher education long-term,
starting with the two-year budget
beginning next year.
"The first priority is to make
higher education a higher priority
for families, for students and the
state legislature," Gardner said.

typically allow guests to check
also offers treatment.
Glenwood, which opened in in for a three-day weekend and
1983, also houses other non- then listen to lectures, speak
violent offenders, and drunken with counselors and watch
drivers from other counties films about drunken driving.
"These
were
can use any of the
developed as an
160 spaces left over
"This
is
intervention into
at the minimumsecurity jail.
all about drinking patterns
and to stop recidi"We
schedule
several months in stopping the vism into drunk
advance," Rochford behavior so driving," said Drew
Martensen, Mount
said.
it doesn't
Carmel
Health
Sheriffs deputies
Systems'director of
happen
provide security
substance abuse.
at the Glenwood
again."
Recidivism rates
jail, which allows
offenders to go DAVID SCOLES, MADD have stayed about
the same over the
outside for about
last eight years,
10 cigarette breaks
when hotel programs began,
a day.
"I don't know anyone who said Paul Colcman, president
would call it plush," Rochford of Maryhaven, a treatment
said, but "it won't look like a center in Columbus. About one
in five people offend again.
jail you've ever been in."
The hotel treatment programs for first-time offenders

GSS proposes free
parking for hybrids
6SS, FROM PAGE 1

services arc important, but
that students should be given
a choice to not be covered.
"I think it really steps on our
civil liberties," he said.
The legislation, which will
be tabled until next meeting, also received concerned
remarks from graduate students. For example, some
suggested that free counseling services on campus were
already booked, and adding
more students may cause
more problems than it would
resolve.

"I think it is important for
everyone to understand the
value of mental health coverage.andtoconsidertheimpact
this legislation will have on
our ability to attain sufficient
health coverage," said GSS
president Zach Hilpert. He
added that GSS will shed more
light on the issue by inviting
comment from Glen I .gel man.
the head of Student Health
Services, and Craig Vickio,
head of the counseling center
at the next GSS meeting.
"Next meeting's vote on the
legislation will determine the
stance of GSS |on this issttel,"
Hilpert said.

Zoo moves turtles after
visitors feed them metal

intlpp feace

COLUMBUS, Ohio |AP) —
Veterinarians at the Columbus
Zoo and Aquarium have moved
two sea turtles from public view
after X-rays confirmed they had
been eating coins and other
pieces of metal tossed at them
or dropped by visitors.
The animals' doctors worried
the objects might cut the turtles
or cause an infection.
Veterinarian Gwen Myers
first noticed the problem while
conducting a routine exam of
the turtles' droppings last week
She found nickels, pennies and

400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
www.winthropterrace.com

(419) 352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

a dime, as well as a nail and a
key chain.
Myers said visitors to the
zoo sometimes don't follow
the rules.
But even visitors who accidentally drop items may hurt
animals, zoo officials say.
The two sea turdes in
Columbus are healthy despite
eating the objects, Myers
said. They have been swimming together in a deep
holding tank.
"We really don't want to lose
these animals," Myers said.

Shuttle:
• 2 swimming
• 3 Laundror
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Saturday
7 p.m. against Illinois State

SWIMMING
Friday

Falcons down No. 6 Michigan
Ability to handle 'penalty kill pressure' leads to
huge victory' for the BG men's hockey team

5 p.m. at Buffalo

By Kevin Shields

BGSPORTS

RUWHR

Senior
forward
Brett
Pilkington and his six dass
mates had never beaten
Michigan coming into Saturday
night's game at the BGSU
Ice Arena.
The Falcons came in winless
against the Wolverines in their
last 12 games after

BRIEFING
IHl BG NEWS

BG loses league contest in final minutes
The men's basketball team
dropped a close one to Ball State,
62-61, on Saturday in Muncie.
The Cardinals rallied in the second half to finish the game on
a 26-16 run. Steven Wright led
the Falcons with 16 points and
Martin Samarco added 15. Hie
Falcon's record dropped to 5-9,
1-5 MAC.

a 6-1 setback Friday

Big Ben &
company
roll past
Broncos
Steelers romp Denver
as Roethlisberger
passes for 275 yards
By Eddie Pells
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DENVER — Big Ben, The Bus
and all those Terrible Towels sure
are traveling well this postseason.
Next stop, the Super Bowl, the
final destination of a Pittsburgh
road trip the Denver Broncos
were powerless to derail.
Ben Roethlisberger had a brilliant afternoon, throwing for 275
yards and two scores, and Jerome
Bettis extended his career one
more game, lifting the Steelers to
a dominating 34-17 victory in the
AFC title game yesterday.
Bettis said, "We're going home!''
as the game wore down and he
celebrated on the sideline. He is,
indeed, back to his hometown
of Detroit for Pittsburgh's first
appearance in the Super Bowl
since 1995.
"I thought we could get there,"
he said, "It's come true. Detroit,
watch out. Here we come!"
Outschemed,
outplayed
and pushed around all day, the
Broncos 114-4) shuffled off to
their locker room, heads down,
after their first home loss in 10
tries this season.
"They had a great game
plan," said Broncos coach Mike
Shanahan, now 2-1 in AFC title
games. "They played big on the
road, very well-coached game,
very well-played game."
though Pittsburgh's next
game, against either Seattle or
Carolina, will be a homecoming
for Bettis, the Steelers (14-5) have
looked extremely comfortable on
the road.
They became the first team to
win three away games to make
it to the Super Bowl since the
1985 New England Patriots.
Some might look at that as a surprise. Anyone who has watched
the Steelers over the past decade
— and especially the last two
months—certainly wouldn't
They came out passing, not
running, much thesame way they
did when 11 icy upset Indianapolis
last week. Roethlisberger called
pass plays on seven of Pittsburgh's
first 11 snaps and threw completions on five of those.
The first drive resulted in a field
goal.OnDenver'snext possession,
Pittsburgh's Joey Porter blitzed to
force a Jake Plummer fumble.
STEELERS.PAGE 9

Brandon Heiss BGNens
GETTING THINGS STARTED: James Linger controls the puck in a previous game against Western Michigan,
linger scored the first goal in the Falcon's win over the Michigan Wolverines on Saturday.

Gymnasts pumped
By Cohn Wilson
ROWTDt

The BGSU Gymnastics team
was able to pick up its first win
of the season Saturday against
the Central Michigan University
Chippewas at the Eppler Center
Gymnasium. The Falcons won
by a score of 189.325 to 187.950
in front of a dense home
crowd that was much larger
than expected
"This crowd was awesome. I
mean this is the best crowd in
10 years — I've never seen it
this well attended, I'm thrilled,"
BG Coach Dan Connelly said. "I
hope everyone enjoyed it so that
they come back."
Up by only one-tenth of a
point, the Falcons headed into
the final event, the floor routine,
as the Chippewas took the balance beam. An exciting, accurate floor performance of a overall score of 47.85 points was just
what the Falcons needed to seal
the deal and take the meet
"I have to really congratulate
our floor exercise team for coming through at the end because

PDIdngun said.

"Beating

"WB

beat ohm

Stale earlier and
now we've beaten

Michigan — it's
in Ann Arbor, Mich,
Michigan
the Hist date I've
and the closest the
beaten Michigan
gives us
seniors had come
MI Irs a bin confito beating the
confidence
dence booster, but
Wolverines was a 1that tve can at the same time we
1 tie their freshman
got in keep moving
season. But thai all
play with
forward."
changed with a 5-2
After being domiFalcon home vic- any team in
tory in front of a
the NCAA." nated by Michigan's
penalrj kill Friday,
loud and boisterous
the Falcons notched
4.989 fans Saturday
SCOTTPALUCH.
three power plaj
night.
COACH
goals on the night.
Pilkington. the
with
Pilkington
usual second line center, was
moved from his second line to assisting on all three. Derek
the fourth line Saturday after Whitmore recorded two goals
classmate. Ryan Barnctt. had a on the power play, including
the game-winner at the 7:29
big game in Friday's loss.
"Ryan Barnett was a briglit mark of the second period, as
spot last night." BO coach Scott the Falcons never irailed on
Palurh said of the move. "He the night.
"It was as bad as could be
and we thought lames IJnger
played extremely well and ii yesterday," Paluch said of lie's
was a center swap that was power play. " Michigan's pen
an easy switch and it worked ally killi was very dominant We
needed to make some adjust
out tonight."
Tilings working out had inents, and I thought we did
been a problem for the Falcons an excellent job of handling the
against the Wolverines the past penalty kill pressure tonight."
The Falcons, who were 3-6
four seasons, and Saturday,
Pilkington and his teammates with the extra man, never saw a
finally put the full (>0-miniitc
game together that they needHOCKEY, PAGE 8

WOMEN'S SWIMMING

GYMNASTICS

Enthusiastic crowd
pushes BG to victory

ed to pull off a win against
the sixth-ranked team in the
country, Pilkington recorded
four assists on the night as Ion
llonvll made 31 saves cm 33
shots to help lit i earn the Win.
"Heating Mulligan gives us
confidence that we can play
with any learn in the Nl \V

we only had a one-tenth [of a
point] lead going into tlie last
event," Connelly said. "last week
was pretty disappointing, it's one
of those things where you go out
there and make a big mistake
and you know that's not who
you are and you want another
chance. So every day in practice they were more focused and
more intense and precise"
Beginning with the vault, the
Falcons once again had strong
performances by Jessica Guyer
and Jillian Stranges who both
received scores of 9.7 and tied for
third place. Jayme Stambaugh
and Allison Swafford also performed well in the event, both
scoring 9.625 and tying for fifth.
Next came the bars where
Jholeen Ponce led the team with
a 9.675 and tied for first She
had good company as Sakura
Tomita received a 9.6 score. Also,
Candice Deacon scored a 9.525
and Jessica Bradley picked up a
9.425 to assist the Falcons.
Guyer was stellar on the beam
once again, receiving a 9.7 and
tying for second in the event
Although Guyer was a tough act
to follow, Bethany Kenel turned
GYMNASTICS. PAGE 8

No winner in league meet
Falcons and Akron
Zips all tied up at
conclusion of meet
By Heather Riedel
REPORTER

In one of the last MidAmerican Conference dual
meets of the season, no
coach or team likes to tie.
But that's exactly what
happened Saturday between
the BGSU Falcons and the
University of Akron Zips,
with a final score of 150-150.
Throughout the entire
meet, the scores were just
points away from each other
Jordan Flower BGNms
with every event making or AIRBORNE: Freshman Ashley Belrose dives in Saturday's meet. She
breaking the current team's placed third in the 1-meter board, contributing to BG's 150 points
lead. Both schools battled
every event down to the last
coming along and I feel that a tie. you always are second
second and most of the swim- we are right on track. With guessing where you could
mers finished within tenths of some rest, we'll be able to fin- have changed something dura second behind one another. ish well at the MAC'S."
ing the meet." Vcreb said. "But
By the end of the meet, each
Akron's head coach. Brian we do look forward to swimteam had a total of eight first Vereb, agreed with Buff ming them (BGSU] at the M u
place finishes.
about tyingafter such a close tournanient."
"Ties suck," BG Coach Keri dual meet.
Early in the season, the
Buff said. "You know, though,
"I feel BG is a very competi- teams competed at the Tom
whether we win or lose, our tive team but no coach wants Stubbs Relay, which BGSU
performances are what really to tie at the end. That's the
matters. Our speed is really way the end is anytime it's
SWIMMING, PAGE 8

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

BG beats Miami, improves to 5-0 in the league
By Jessica Ameling
ASSISTANT SPOUTS EDITOR

With its 80-58 win over MidAmerican Conference rival Miami
on Saturday, BGSU has successfully completed phase one of
"Mission MAC Championship"
by defeating all five Eastern

division teams.
Phase two — conquering the
MAC West — begins Wednesday
at Central Michigan.
Liz Honegger led her 14-2,
5-0 MAC team with 19 points
and five rebounds as her
team jumped out to a 47-22

halftime lead.
"I've been pretty much off
the past five games." Honegger
said. "But today I missed my first
couple shots and then he I Miller]
talked about getting it inside so
that's what I went with. I think
when 1 score inside, my outside

GET IN ON THE ACTION AT WWW.BGNEWS.COM/SP0RTS

shot gets better."
Honegger now only needs
11 points to join teammate All
Mann in the 1,000 point club.
After a slow start, she hit three
straight shots midway thmugli
the first half to fuel her team's 120 run. This put BG up 26-11.

"I wanted her u transfer at
the beginning of the game and
wondered if she had showed up
tonight" coach Curl Miller said.
"I turned lo my assistants and
said 'When' can we send her?'
BASKETBALL. PAGE 9
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LeBron pours in 51 points

Alicia Yee
claims two
victories

"1 was just fighting through
It," Said lames, who decided
shortly before the game to test
the knee by starting. "1 was trying to fight iIni nigh a cold, but I
didn't want to make any excuses. I didn't want to be in the
position where I wasn't there for
my team tonight."
lames, who turned 21 on Dec.
30. needed 45 points to pass
Kobe Bryant as the youngest
player to reach 5,000. Bryant
was 22 when he scored his
5,000th point.
lames was one point off his
season high and eight away
from tying liis career high. By

By Doug Alden
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

SALT LAKE CITY — [.eliron
lames' sore right knee didn't
throw off his shot much.
lames scored 51 points
Saturday night, becoming the
youngest player in NBA history
with 5,000 points in his career,
and the Cleveland Cavaliers
beat the Utah Jazz 108-90
Saturday night to snap a sixgame losing streak.
The Cavaliers avoided going
winless on a six-game road trip
and were assured that lames,
who had X-rays on his knee earlier Saturday, should be fine.

SWIMMING. FROM PAGE 7

hosted. On that day, the
Falcons took control of the
meet, won in six relays and
placed first and second on
the 3-metei board. I'hc Zips
finished at the top in the
300-yard hreaststrokeand in
the 1-meter diving competition. Hut the past is the past
and on this day, the scoreboard confirmed that both

teams finished equally.
Kven with a tied final
score, B(_i freshman Alicia
Yee continued to dominate
the backstroke event. Yee
finished first in both the
100 and 200-yard backstroke, with teammate Sami
Ionian just seconds behind
her. But in the 100-yard IM,
Yee could not our swim
Akron's Danielle Heland,
and finished second in that
race by less than a second
behind her.
"She [Yeel is definitely a
great asset to our team and
also a great competitor,"
Buff said. "She'll always be
someone the entire MAC is
looking at."
Along with Yee, BG junior
Caroline Keating also finished first in two events: the
200 and the 500 yard freestyle, leammate and senior

the end, he had won over the
Utah fans and left to a standing
ovation with 1:35 remaining in
the game.
"He was terrific. 1 Ic made his
shots and he's just a wonderful
player," Jazz coach Jerry Sloan
said. "I think we're intimidated
by hint a great deal."
The Jazz fell to 20-21, die first
time they've had a losing record
since falling to 16-17 with an 8765 loss at Memphis on Jan. 6.
Mehmet Okur scored 20 and
pulled down 13 rebounds and
Andrei Kirilenko had 19 points
for the lazz, who struggled
against lames all night.

GYMNASTICS, FROM PAGE 7

her championship yet again
in the 100-yard freestyle
event and also took another first place finish in the
50-yard freestyle. But even
with those wins, the points
were just not enough to finish ahead of Akron. Among
the diving events, freshman
Ashley Belrose placed third
on the 1-meter board and
sophomore captain till Auer
took home third place in the
3-meter board event.
"This was a really good
effort by our entire team,"
Buff said. "We concentrated
on our normal stuff in this
meet. We are concerned
with what we can do strategically at every meet in order
to get better."

Mike Metiger BGNews
NEAR PERFECTION: Bethany Kenel competes on the balance beam. She
placed first on the apparatus with a 9.825 in Saturday's meet.

Defense comes up big
HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 7

BG finishes strong on the floor

Stephanie Buckner defended

Jordan Flower BGNews

GETTING PHYSICAL: A Falcon hockey player protects the puck from a
Michigan defender in front of a sold-out BG crowd on Saturday.

in a nearly flawless performance on the beam, with the
top score in the event of 9.825.
An already enthusiastic crowd
became even more excited.
"Vie really went back in to
the gym this week and focused
on what needed to be done,"
said Co-captain Guyer. "That
meant extra routines and more
mental preparation. We went in
to floor (exercise) knowing tliat
we could easily hit our routines
and that confidence showed in
the meet,"
The hard work would pay
off as die Falcons perfonned
mightily on the floor exercise
to get into the driver's seat
and cruise to a victory. Guycr's
9.725 score led the way for die
floor team to conclude another
strong performance, which
has been a theme for her so
far this season. Also performing well for the Falcons were
Strange, who scored a 9.675,
and lacquelyn Bcmhardt, who
picked up a 9.525.
"It's always awesome to pull
off a win at home," Guyer said.
"Especially in front of such an
amazing hometown crowd.
The energy in the gym was
contagious and we were able
to use it to our advantage."
BG hopes to bring in a crowd
like Saturday's tor every home
meet as they'll take on Illinois
State this coming Saturday at 7
p.m. intheEpplcrGyninasium.
The home floor was a big boost
and the Falcons clcariy worked
out some kinks this past week
"Vtfc just emphasized a lot
more quality and accepted
very little," Connelly said. "It's a
big step in die right direction."

power play until near the middle
of the second period, but grabbed
an early 1-0 lead just 3:51 in as
lames linger got his 11th goal of
the season. Don Morrison and
Whitmore assisted on the play
off of a neutral zone turnover by
the Wolverines that turned into
a 2-on-l with Morrison finding
linger in front.
Wolverine goaltender Noah
Hiulen kept the Falcons from
building on the lead early as he
made some big stops in die first,
including an open net chance
by Alex Foster that Kuden dove
across his crease to stop. Ruden
made 31 saves the night before
leaving the game in die final 16:25
for freshman Billy Saner after siis
taming a groin injury.
Horrell managed Michigan's
first period onslaught, stopping
all 15 shots he faced as he got a
lot more help in front of him than
what Jimmy Spratt saw the night
before. Wolverine shots were
finding white jerseys as BG made
a lot of key blocks to keep quality second chance opportunities
from occurring.
"We knew we were going to
have to do those tilings tonight,"
I lorrell said of the team's defensive preparation. "We knew we
were going to have to clear out all
those opportunities in front of the
net and use die body."
After Horrell and his defense
kept the Wtolverines off the scoreboard, Pilkington and his new
linematcs, Jon Erickson and Rich
Meloche, struck as they setup a
point shot by Michael Hodgson
that found die net just 2:20 into
the second to give BG a 2-0 lead.
file Wolverines finally found
die net with 1:57 left in the second when Chad Kolarik's 3-on-1
shot from die slot found die net
to make it 3-1.
Meloche and Whitmore would

then put the game out of reach at
5-1 in the first 3:35 of die period
as once again Pilkington recorded
assists on the goals.
"He was rolling out there,"
Much said of Pilkington. "His
vision was outstanding. He did
a nice job moving his feet on die
power play to get some free space.
He played a terrific game."
Pilkington credited the guys
around him for allowing him
to make plays with the puck,
and though he has played with
Mclochc numerous times in die
past, it was still a little different to
him being on the fourth line.
"Going in it was a little different at die start," he said. "But
after that first shift, we got more
confidence as a unit and started getting the puck deep, and
went in there and forechecked,
got some turnovers there and got
two slinis. If you're getting shots
early like that, it doesn't matter
who you are playing with as the
line gets a lot of confidence and
you start rolling."
Michigan's Kevin Porter tried
to get die Wolverines back in it
halfway through the final period, but the Falcons limited the
Wolverines to just six third period shots. BG out-shot Michigan
49-33 on the night and kept
the Wolverine power play that
torched diem die night before
to just 2-8, including a big .Von!
kill in die first.
The win brought the Falcons
to 12-14-1 overall with a Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
record of 8-11-1. Michigan fell
to 14-9-1 with a CCHA record of
9-6-1.
"Bowling Green is very good in
this building, and diey showed it
again tonight," Michigan coach
Red Berensonsaid."ITieirpower
play was a lot stronger tonight.
Their best players were dieir best
players. We couldn't score when
we had to."
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Welcome Students,
Staff and Friends
* W PowMtowMer League
Every Tuesday 9:00 PM
Now until Spring Break!

507 E. MERRY: Lg two bdrm apts,
off street parking, washer/dryers in bldg

i * 10/week includes
bowling £ shoes
along with prizes and pizza
at the end of the league!

525 E. MERRY: Lg two bdrm apts,
off street parking, washer/dryers in bldg
Visit our only office:

Newlove Management Services
332 S. Main Bowling Green, OH 43402

Visit our website it

(419)352-5620
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We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

Mid Am Manor
641 Third St.
702 Third St.
839 Fourth St.

Am
agement

Houses for Rent:
702 E. Wooster
702 Vi E. Wooster
122 Vi Frazee Ave.
H9TroupSt.
620 3rd St.

Charlestown Apts.
710 Scott Hamilton
730 Scott Hamilton

Sign your lease for the 2006-2007 Yearl
Stop by anytime to see a model apartment!
No appointment necessaryl

((ill to make an appointment today!
Mid Am Management

HEAT & CABLE INCLUDED)

641 Third #4 BG
352-43X0

1520Clough St.- 352-0164
Office Hours: 9:00am- 4:30pm or visit us at www.universityapartments.us
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Alexander leads
Seattle to Detroit

Shaun Alexander
rushes for 132
yards and two TD's
By Barry Wilner
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

lackOempay AP Photo
VICTORY: Steelers quarterback Ben Roethlisberger celebrates
Pittsburgh's AFC Championship football game win over the Broncos.

Bettis seals victory
STEELERS FROM PAGE 7
Five plays later, Roethlisberger
bit Cedrick Wilson for a touchdown and a 10-0 lead, quisling
the Invcscu Held crowd much as
the Steelers did in Indy last week
and Cincinnati the week before.
After a Denver field goal, the
Steelers essentially salted this
game witha 14-play, 80-yard drive
that ate up nearly 7 1/2 minutes
and had the Broncos defense
totally off balance and gasping for
air. The Steelers converted six of
seven lliird downs in the first half.
Bettis capped it by bulling in
from the 3 for a 17-3 lead to put
him well on his w-ay to the Super
Bowl. Jut- jawed coach Bill Cowher
smiled widely format one, remembering Bettis' near disaster on the
goal line last week in lndy.
"This is a great group of guys,
how we got here, we're a different team," Cowher said. "Vfe're a
focused team, no nuiin what's
happened, we've stayed togedier.
We've got a resilient group."
Denver trailed by two touchdowns, but they had escaped
worse predicaments in the past.

But there was no Drive, no
Fumble, no comeback and no
you-know-who on die field this
day.
John FJway was on hand, but
sitting in a luxury suite, watching
the Broncos fall short of the ultimate destination for the seventh
straight year since he led diem to
dieir second cliampionship.
Pltimmer, who had played so
well in the lead all season, finally
faced some comeback pressure
and failed miserably. He went 18for-30 for 223 yards with two lost
fumbles and two interceptions.
Roethlisberger put this one
away, diving in on third-and-goal
and sending die crowd home.
Except, tiiat is, for the loyal
Pittsburgh partisans.
They stayed til the end, watching Cowher share hugs with
Roethlisberger, loey Porter and
especially Hie Bus.
lliey blanketed die comers of
Invesco with black and gold, waving diose Terrible Towels and holding up dieir Steelers banners.
"Next Bus Stop: Detroit,"
one said.

2 Bedrooms. 2 Baths, 2 People

SEATTLE — With their MVP
back in business, a fierce
defense and all the comforts
of playing at home, the Seattle
Seahawks had everything they
needed to get to their first
Super Howl.
And they did, easily.
Shaun Alexander came
hack from last week's concussion to rush for a team playoff-record 132 yards
and two touchdowns Sunday, and
Seattle pressured
Carolina stars lake
Delhommc and
Steve Smith into
oblivion in a 34-14
rout for the NFC
championship.
The Seahawks
picked off three
MATTHASSELBECK.
passes in winning
QUARTERBACK
their 12th straight

NOW RENTING FOR FALL 2006*
Field Manor, Frazee Avenue Apts.,

Also ask about our rental rates at
Merry Street Apts., 501 Pike Street
& 425 East Court St.
445E.Wooster
Bowling Green, OH
43402
419.352.0717

>*fc-***V

^^ -

Hours:
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm
Saturday 9am 1 pm

GREENBRIARJNC.
www gteenbriarrentals.com

WEIGHT WATCHERS
WORK
THE
BOWEN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

Interceptions thai

"We're not
done yet.
We've got
another
game we've
got to go
win."

home game and
shattering the firth-seeded
Panthers' stunning postseason
road nin.
The NFC's best team during
the season, Seattle (15-31 will
haw to beat yet another wild
card, the Pittsburgh Steelers, in
tlie Super Bowl in Detroit on
Mx 5. Ilrtsburgh beat Denver
34-17 eariicr in tlie day.
"We're not done yet," quarterback Matt 1 lasselheck said.
"We've got another gan le w c\ e
got to go win."
While Alexander paced the
ball-control offense, it was the

were divisive.
Tlie Panthers
weren't
helped
when
starting
running
back
Nick Goings was
sidelined in die
first quarter after
a hit by linebacker Lofa Tatupu.
They
already
were minus their
top two runners,
Stephen Davis and
DeSliaun Foster.
The Seahawks had their
horse, diough. and by tin' second half, they could turn to
Alexander. ,\s he always has
this season, he delivered some
big runs as the crowd chanted
"M-V-RM-V-R"
I lasselheck finished off the
Panthers (13-6) with a gorgeous pump fake that had corncrback Chris Gamble on all
fours. Darrell Jackson caught
the 20-yard pass for a 27-7 lead,
and it was time to celebrate in
the Itorifk Northwest.

BASKETBALL FROM PAGE 7
Sure enough, right after dial she
scored seven DObltS in I imagine
about a minute, She can have
stretches where she dominates
and looks like the player ol the
year in the league."
He'll lawk stud Clndl Merrill
drained a 3-poinler in the first
possession of the game, hut
made only one of her next 13
shots from the field to finish the
game with six points. Merrill.
coming off a 29 point game In
her team's loss to Kent State
last Tuesday, is averaging I7.:i
points per game. Saturdayloss drops Miami to 6-10, 1-4
MAC.
Carin Home was the Falcon's
second leading scorer with 17
points, and she guarded Men ill
for most of the game. I Ionic
also added six rebounds and si\
of her team's 13 steals.
"It was a pretty hard assignment, she's a great player.
Home said of Merrill. "Coach
looks at me as an offensive
threat, bin defensive also. I
tried to deny her the hall and
give her limited catches as
much as I could
Miami's defensive itrateg)
— a 2-3 zone — was Ineffective against BG, IK, proved this
by scoring.")! percent horn the
field (50 percent from behind
the arc) in the firsl half and II
percent lor the game.
"I am excited thai people
think /one is the waj 10 play
us," Miller said. I think as we
continue to play better and better it's not the wa] to play us
Meanwhile. BG's combination of man and zone defenses
plus a little full court pressure
was more than effective. It
loiced the Kedllauks into 11
turnovers, a season high foi a

Falcon opponent this year.
"I thought our press and the
abilit) to i reals firsl half turn
overs was the difference in the
game.'' Millet said
Of BG'« B0 points. M came
from turnovers while Miami
had just nine. Ihel alionsalso
recorded 17 fasi break points
to win their 13th straight
at home
Ali Mann added 14 points
to the team's total, and freshman lasmine McCall had nine
points and three assists
"Jazz gives me gray hairs."
Miller said of McCall. "The
crowd, just like me. I imagine
(here's moments where youiove
her and moments where you
hate her. \nd that's the growing pain- ol an exciting. e\plo
sivefreshman point guard.
The closes! Miami came
iii the second half was 62-44
with about it) minutes to play
Hut two quick jumpers by Ali
Mann helped keep BG's offense
lolling and put the game away
lor good.
"Being an offensive team
when you begin to build a lead
you can play so much more
confident!) at the offensive
end." Millet said. You can miss
a -hot and it's not iheendof the
world. 1 think you see teams
across the country play beitei
when I hey have a lead bet ause
the) pla) loose '
Sarah Hull led Miami with
II points and Ashle) Hawkins
,iililed 10. Miami shot jnsi ;tl
percent from the held, including 26 percent i-I-for-131 from
behind die ate.
The game was played In front
ol a crowd ol 1,667. many ol
whom were grade school girls'
teams celebrating the 25th
anniversary ol NC \.\ Women's

( hampionships.

Make JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. your FIRST CHOICE

your search for affordable housing1.

*29S.OO/mo.
•Fully Furnished
* Dishwasher/ Garbage Disposal
• 24 Hour Maintenance
•On Site Laundry
•NEXT TO CAMPUS...
No Long Shuttle Waits

defense dial really carried the
Seahawks. It yielded only 62
raids, three first downs and no
iral threats in the first half.
With Carolina desperate,
Seattle allowed virtually nothing until it had a 20-point lead.
Mike Holmgren, only the
fifth coach to lead two franchises to tlie Super Bowl — he
won in 1997 and lost in 1998
with Green Bay — praised
his defense this week for die
enonuous pressure it applied
to opponents .ill season. Iliat
defense led the league in sacks
and was always in Delhomme's
lace, helping force two first-half

Home nets 17 points

EFFICIENCIES
451 THURSTIN Across Street from OffenhauU
Furnished with full bath, stove and refrigerator. School
Year- One person Rate- S395.00. One Year- One Person
Rate- $365.00.

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1 or 2 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices for 2 occupants.
517 E. REED STREET At Thurstin. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One person Rate$465.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $400.00
707-727 THIRD STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $395.00. One
Year- One Person Rate- $350.00.
825 THIRD STREET- Pets Allowed! Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath. School Year- One Person Rate$465.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $410.00.
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE- Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year- One Person Rate- $385.00. One
Year- One Person Rate- $350.00.
839 SEVENTH STBEEI: Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. Dishwasher. School Year- One Person Rate$460.00. One Year- One Person Rate- $395.00.

PETS ALLOWED
with $250.00 Nonrefundable pet
locations:
403 High
825 Third
640 Eighth
831 Seventh
725 Ninth
777 Manville
802 Sixth
517 E. Reed

deposit at these
755 Manville
841 Eighth
733 Manville

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Rates available for 1.2 or 3 occupants. Check with Rental
Office for prices other than Two Person Rates.
517 E. REED- At Thurstin Furnished or Unfurnished.
One bath. School Year-Two Person Rate- $625 00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $525.00.
505 CLOUCH STREET- Behind Kinkos. Furnished or
Unfurnished. One bath + vanity. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
521 EAST MERRY- Furnished. One bath. School YearTwo Person Rate- $655.00. One Year- Two Person Rate$555.00. ' Lower floors reduced rate.
402 HICH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath.
School Year-Two Person Rate- $590.00. One Year- Two
Person Rate- $490.00.
701 FOURTH STREET- Furnished or Unfurnished. One
bath. Vanity in each bedroom. School Year-Two Person
Rate- $620.00. One Year- Two Person Rate- $520.00.
810 FIFTH. 649 + 707 Sixth & 818 SEVENTH Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath * Hall Vanity. School
Year-Two Person Rate- $560.00. One Year- Two Person
Rate- $470.00.

Presents...

840-8S0 SIXTH STBIEL Furnished or Unfurnished.
Two full baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $640.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

WEIGHT WATCHERS- @ WORK
f

JOIN TODAY!

831 SEVENTH- Furnished or Unfurnished. One bath +
Hall Vanity. School Year-Two Person Rate- $555.00. One
Year- Two Person Rate- $480.00.

CONTACT KIM JACOBS at 372-7516

kjacobs(a bgnet.bgsu.edu

724 S. COLLEGE DRIVE; Unfurnished. Dishwasher.
1 1/2 Baths. School Year-Two Person Rate- $630.00.
One Year- Two Person Rate- $530.00.

{".Meeting: TUESDAY® 12 NOON

Let our Friendly Staff assist you in
finding AFFORDABLE HOUSING.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

January 24th

Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Room 314
You Choose the Solution
That's Best For YOU!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Streel, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across from TACO BELL
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260

Hours- Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30
Saturday- 8:30'to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

~
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JOURNALIST DEATH TOLL AT RECORD HIGH

NM0N

BRUSSELS! Belgium CAP) — Recent events pushed
the number of media professionals killed around
the world to a record 150 in 2()().r>, the International
Federation of Journalists said early yesterday. The
Brussels-based organization said 2(K)5 saw a rising
trend oftargeted assassination of editorial staff."

Literacy of college students put to the test
inu'ipivt a table about exercise
ami hiixKi pressure, understand
the arguments of newspaper editorials, compare credit rani offers
with different interest rates and
annual fees or summarize results
rjfasuiveyatxrut parental involvement in schooL
the results cut across three
rcpes of literacy: analyzing news
stories and other prose, understanding documents and having
math skills needed I'm Checkbooks
or restaurant dps,
"It is kind of disturbing that a
lot of folks are graduating with a
degree and they're not going to
he ahle to do those things.'' Slid
Stephane lialdi. the study's director at the American Institutes for
Research, a behavioral and social
science research organization.
Most students ai community
colleges and four-year schools

Study shows many
graduates lack ability
to perform life skills
By Ben Feller
[ JISOC AltO PRESS
WASHINGTON — Nearing a
liploma, mos college students
i annot handle many complex but
common tasks, from undemanding cnsdii tardoflere locomparing
ihecosi per ounce of food.
those are the sobering findings
of a study ol Htency on college
campuses, the Bm lo Huge) the
skills of students as (hey approach
the stan of their careen.
More than .">() peicent ol stu
dents al fbur-yeai schools and
more tlian 75 pca'cm at two-year
colleges lacked fhe skills to per■ inn complex Uteracy tasks
that means ihcv could not

SAN FRAN! BCD

thousands

ol abortion opponents shouldering signs With slogans such
.is "Peace Begins in the Womh"

marched In protest of the 33year-old Hoe v. Wade decision.
while abortion rishtssupporters
along the march route waved

clothes hangers and shouted
"Bigots go home."
I he dueling protests — marking yesterdays anniversary of
the Supreme Court decision
— reflected the growing tension
al a time the makeup of the high
court is about to change with
ABORTION, PAGE 11

IDIUB m CHABUSTOd, n
■I IM3 TO ADO TO STUDtKTS OH
AMD GENERAL DATING ABILITY.

a highly educated population? lor
aknuwlcdgr-bascd economy? The
answer is no," said )oni l-lnney. vice
president of the National (enter
for Public Itilicy and Higher

Education, an Independent and

nonpartisan group.
"Thb sends a message that we
should he monitoring this as a
nation, and we don't do it." Finney
said. "States have no idea about
the knowledge and skills of their
college graduates."
The survey examined college
and university students nearing
the end of their degree programs.
The students did the worst on
matters involving math, according
to tile study.
Almost 20 percent of students
pursuing four-year degrees had
only basic quantitative skills For

Close to graduation, far from competent
More than haH the students at four-year colleges dtd not have the
skills to perform complex tasks. Adults, overall, showed an even
greater lack of skill.
Literacy levels for college students and adults
Math
Prose
Documents
(e.g.: job
(e.g.- ne*s
teg
balancing a
applications)
stories)
checkbook)

Able to
perform
comple*
tasks

23

38

13

23

40

18

13

34

13

Not able
to
perform
complex
tasks

Students In
2-yMrcoOsgs—J 4-yasr Adults

100 percent

Below bas>c level

Intermediate

Proficient

SOURCE Amsncon IrwhMes tor Research
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Groups unite to change mine safely laws

Roe v. Wade date
met with protesters
By Justin M. Norton
•-I iSSOCiMfD PRESS

showed
intermediate
skills,
meaning they could perform
moderately challenging tasks.
Examples include identifying a
location on a map, calculating the
cost ol ordering olYice supplies or
consulting a reference guide to
figure out which foods contain a
particular vitamin.
There was brighter news.
Overall, the average literacy of
college students is significantly
higher than that of adults across
the nation. Study leaders said that
was encouraging but not surprising, given that the spectrum of
adults includes those with much
less education.
Also, compared with all adults
with similar levels of education,
college students had superior skills
in searching and using information from texts and documents
"Hut do they do well enough for

Deaths of miners lead
to demand for a safer
mining environment
By Vicki Smith
r H E ASSOCIATED PRESS
( 11ARLESTI )N. W.Va. — In death.
14 West Virginia coal miners have
achieved something that just a
month ago seemed an unlikely
goal: Labor, industry and lawmakers are united in demanding

^tftfWY lOjf^

that a dangerous subterranean
occupation he made safer.
Hours after the bodies of two
missing miners were found
Saturday in Aracoma (loal's Alma
No. 1 mine at Melville. GOV loe
Maudlin and West Virginia's congressional delegation called for a
major overhaul of state and federal mine safety laws.
Both the National Mining
Association and the United Mine
Workers of America said yes-

OK, SO MY SUBS KALIY AMN'T GOUffW T AM)
WC'&C KIT FKNOt £ IT UCt MY SUBS JUST TASTE
* UTTU BfTTSB. THAT I Al L" I MINTED TO
C All IT JHMY JOHN* TASTY SANDWICHES. BUT
MY MOM TOLD Ml TO STICK MTH COUG-MET.
SHE TIMNKS WHATEVE* I DO IS GOURMET. BUT
I DON'T THMK EITHER OF US KNOWS WHAT IT
MEANS. SO LET'S STICK WITH TAJTYI

9~Vfd**

terday that they, too, will press
for change.
"This is a time for all of us who
share responsibility for mining
safety to come together and look
for ways to make mining safer,"
said Carol Raulston, spokeswoman for the National Mining
Association in Washington. "We
have made dramatic improvements over the last 15 years, but
there's more to be done."
The bodies of Don I. Bragg, 33,

and Ellery "Elvis" llailield, 47,
were found Saturday, two days
after a conveyor belt caught fire
inside the Alma mine in southern
West Virginia, their deaths came
just weeks after a Ian. 2 mine
explosion that led to the deaths
of 12 other miners exposed to
carbon monoxide inside the
Sago Mine in the northern part
of the state.
MINERS,PAGE 11

r Properties

Houses That Feel Like Homes
www prefarr0dproparti0tco.COm

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Piedmont

• Mini Moll Aprs.

• Updated Birchwood
• small pels allowed

• Triplex
■ small pels allowed

• See our website or call for many more listings

S" SOB SANDWICHES I

G

T

S

°°«M«»5DW ICV

l^^ CLUB SANDWICHES I

IN ol BV usly sib saniliiicl.es are a full I inches il
hmtnurJe French bieii. fresh vtggiis aid the litest
Mats I cheese I can bay! and il it mailers to you.
•t slica everything fresh everyday in this store, right
here where yen can see it. (Hi mystery Meat bcrel)

My club sandwiches hate twice the meat and cheese try it
en my fresh baked thick sliced 7 grain bread or my lamous
homemade ficnch bread!

#1 PEPE*

PLAIN SLIMS™

leal jiplr «oirt smoked kn lad prmilm cbeese
gaiatsbed wilt lettaci. teauto. aid mil. (Imaae!)

lay Set minus the ie(|ies aad sauce
SLIM
SLIM
SLIM
SUM
SLIM
SLIM

#2 BIG JOHN*
MediiM ran shated riasl heel, teeped with yummy
■aye. lettuce, aid toeute. (Can't hut this •■•!)

«3 SORRY CHARLIE
Califirna haby tuns mud with celery, onions, aid
»r tasty sauce, then topped with alfalfa sprouts
cucumber, lettuce, aid tuuti. (My till reeks')

I
2
3
4
5
6

Ham I, chaise
laasrleel
Taaa salad
hrkey breast
Salami, capicela. cheese
Double pieielanc

Low Garb Lettuce Wrap

#4 TURKEY TOM*

Same ingredients and price ol the
sub or club wilhoul the bread

#5 VITO*
The original Italian sib with genoa salami, are-alone
capicela. onion, lettuce, tomato. £ a reel tasty Italian
neaigtette (Older it with hit peppers, trust me1)

YOUR CATERING
SOLUTION!!!

$5

Semal layer* il Iranian tbeese separated by ical
atecado spread, alt aria spread, saced cacwiaar. lettuce.
Igauii. aid majo. (truly a runnel sat MI far rerttariau
■*!
ram***!)

laxtiiHCMis.minus nmnsi
IttlVIir OIOIIS nill ticlade a delivery
chaigeol 3Scpei item

J.J.B.L.T.'

• JIMMYJ0HNS COM • I

lacei. lettuce, tomato & aayi.
(The oily better III Is mama s HI. this one riles!)

#8 BILLY CLUB
least beet. ham. pretolone. Dijen mustard, lettuce.
tomato. & mayo. (Here's ti my old pal Billy who
iiteited this great combo.)

THE J.J.
GARGANTUAN*

* SIDE ITEMS •

Ibis sandwich was ieiented by
Jimmy John s brother Hue, It's huge
enough ti feed the hungriest si all
humans' Tons if genoa salami, sliced
smoked baa. capicela. roast beef.
turkey & protilene. jammer! into
ine el our homemade French buns
then smothered with onions mayo.
lettuce, tomato & our homemade
Italian dressing.

leal potato chip* ar iiinbo baiter dill pictla.... SO SS
[ilia lead el aieal
$1.2$
Eitra cbeese ar e ma aiecade spreid
SO It
Hat Peepers
SO Sb
FREEBIES HUM ( CLUBS OMIY1
Onion lettuce allalla sprouts tomato mayo sliced
cucumber Oijea mustard, ail A vinegar, aad ereeaae

[DEE HEALTH SPA
L

• Indooi Hooted Pool

MEMIERSNIP '.YXSX?
rjrlvllenti •Siooo

OFFKE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8 12 4 M 30
530 S Maple St 41*-3S3-*37«

leal geiea salami. Italian capicela. smoked ham. and
prstolone cheese all topped with lettuce, tomato, onion,
mayo, and our homemade Italian tlnaigrette
(Yii hat'ta order hit peppers, just ash!)

I full 1/4 pound •( Iresh sliced medium tare roast beef.
pretoloie. lettuce, tomato. I mayo. (It rocks'!1)

#11 COUNTRY CLUB'
Fresh sliced tirkey breast, applewood smoked ham.
pretoloie. and tons of lettuce, tomato, aid mayo!
(ft very traditional, yet always eiciptiinal classic!)

ReMTWG FOK FAU 2006

«I2 BEACH CUIB* ®
Fresh baked tirkey breast, protolone cheese, atocado
spread, sliced cucumber sprouts, lettuce, tomato, aid
mayo' (It's the teal deal talks, aid it aii't even California)

#13 GOURMET VEGGIE CLUB

BOWLING GREEN

1616 E. WOOSTER

#14 BOOTLEGGER CLUB"'

IBIHCHISI

tac m itcati iinerie », i.icm

I<
MBM

Per
Person

AMENITIES INCLUDE;

loast beef, tirkey breast, lettuce, tomato. & mayo.
In American classic, certainly not interned by J J. but
definitely tweaked and line tuned to perfection!

«I5 CLUB TUNA
Ike same as ear 03 Seny Cbarlie eicepr ibis one has a
lal mere. Homemade luea salad, prevelene. spieurs.
cucumbei lettuce, t tomato. (I taaraaree its awesaae!)

#16 CLUB LULU"
Fresh sliced turkey breast, bacon, lettuce, tomato. £
mayo, (JJ's original turkey £ bacon club)

Fully Furnished
Dishwasher/Microwave
Air Conditioned
Gas Log Fireplaces
Lots of Parking
On Site Laundry
FREE WIRELESS!
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH
43402
419 152.0717

419.352.7200

'YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN'S!"

3 BEDROOMS • 3 PEOPLE

$250/M0.

I WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK 7T I

• rns jt*e>rjei< s

EXTRA LARGE
BEDROOMS
AVAILABLE!

■H imiriltM CHERRYWOOD

*9 ITALIAN NIGHT CLUB*'

Double pretolone. real atocade spread, sliced
cucumber, alfalfa sprouts lettuce tomato. & mayo
(Try it oi my /gram whole wheat bread. This uggie
sandwich is wirld class!)

• Sadafaa
SI.M/SI.2!
• Giaar chocolate chip ar oatmeal raisia cookie... $1.M
•
•
•
•

4 lull 1/4 pound ol real applewoid smoked ham. pritilne
cheese, lettuce tomato, & real mayi! (A real stack)

GREAT
AfFORDABLl
RATES!

«I0 HUNTER'S CLUB""

fresb sliced turhey breast, tipped with lettuce,
teaate. alfalfa sprouts aid mayo (The original)

«6 VEGETARIAN

#7 GOURMET SMOKED MAM CLUB

Hours:
Mon Fri 9<im Spin
Saturday 9am Ipm

©
GREENBRIARJNC.
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Anniversary of decision brings out all opinions
ABORTION. FROM PAGE 10

Justice Sandra Day O'Connor's
retirement
"It's a crucial time," said abortion
rights supporter Carol Norris, 43,
who joined the counter-protest in
San Francisco Saturday. "We have
I Judge Samuell Alito poised to be
on the Supreme Court, and he's
clearly an anti -choice person."
()ntlieotherside.collegcstudent
Laura Arnold, 20, of Pleasanton,
Calif., marched with her mother
opposing abortion, saying: "We're
here to stand up for the babies that
don't have a voice."
"I know so many girls who did
it and they are hurting every day
of their life," Arnold said.
The Supreme Court handed
down its decision in Roe v. Wade
on Ian. 22,1973, and abortion has
been legal in the United States
ever since. But efforts to restrict or
outlaw die procedure have been
just as enduring; 34 states have
passed laws requiring parents
either to be notified or to give
consent when their underage
daughters seek abortions.
"Abortion rights have been
slowly whittled away while we
haven't even been looking," said
Kitty Striker, 22. who decorated
her hair with coat hanger replicas for the counter-protest.
"That's what's so shocking and

so scary to me.
Many abortion opponents said
they were heartened by President
Bush's choice of Alito to replace
O'Connor, a moderate who was
often the court's swing vote.
Ainu's refusal during his confirmation hearings to agree with
assertions by Democrats that Roe
v. Wade was "settled law" upset
abortion rights activists.
The largest abortion demonstration was expected Monday
in Washington, D.C., where
anti-abortion activists planned
to converge on the mall to hear
speakers supporting their cause
and march on the Congress and
Supreme Court.
In Michigan, a group of pastors and ministry leaders used the
anniversary yesterday to launch a
new anti-abortion effort to get a
measure on the 2006 ballot that
would change tile state constitution to legally define a person
as existing at the moment of
conception. ITie American Civil
liberties Union of Michigan says
even if it did succeed, it would be
challenged in court.
At the San Francisco protest,
Archpriest Michael Regan of St.
Michael's Orthodox Church in
Concord, Calif, said it was important to show how mixed public
opinion is on abortion, even in
liberal cities like San Francisco.

College diploma
doesn't promise
literacy skills
LITERACY. FROM PAGE 10

example, the students could not
estimate if their car had enough
gas to get to the service station.
About 30 percent of two-year students had only basic math skills.
Baldi and l-inney said the survey should be used as a tool.
I hey hope state leaders, educators and university trustees will
examine the rigor of courses
required of all students.
The suru'vshmved a strung relationship between analytic coursework and literacy. Students in two
year and four-year schools scored
higher when they took classes thai
challenged tln-m In apply theo
ries to practical problems or neigh
competing arguments,
Thecollegesurveyusedllu'saiiH'
test as the National Assessment of

Adult Literacy, the governments

Noah Betjet AP Photo

FIGHTING FOR CHANGE: Brianna Youmans joins anti-abortion demonstrators on a match through San
Francisco. Thousands of opponents matched Saturday to protest the 33rd anniversary of Roe v. Wade.

examination of Fnglish literacy
among adults. The results of that
study woe released in I lecember,
showing about one in 20 adults is
DM literate in English.
On campus, die tests were given
in 2003 to a representative sample
of 1,827 students at public and private schools The IVu Charitable
Trusts funded the survey.

State, local governments work together to save future miners' lives
which oversees mine safety, also
planned a hearing.
Nationally, there were 22
mine deaths in 2005, a record
low. Three of those were in West
Virginia, the nation's secondlargest coal producer.
Manchin said he would ask
West Virginia lawmakers today
to pass three bills being written
over the weekend to improve
rapid response to mine emergencies and set up electronic
tracking technology for lost miners and reserve oxygen stations
underground. He also plans to
meet with federal lawmakers
in Washington.
"We must put into place commonsense proposals like these

MINERS, FROM PAGE 10

UMW president Cecil Roberts
said Congress and state legislatures must take steps to
ensure existing regulations are
strictly enforced.
"We must also develop new
initiatives that will give every
miner a vasdy improved chance
to walk out of a mine after an
accident, alive and well and safe
in the arms of their loved ones,"
lie said.
A Senate Appropriations subcommittee schedules hearings
on mine safety today, and Sen.
Mike F.nzi, R-Wyo„ who chairs
the Senate Health Education
Labor and Pensions Committee,

that will provide improved safety
and security for miners and their
families," said Sen. leff Bingaman,
a Democrat from New Mexico,
which has the nation's fifth-largest underground coal mine by
tons produced.
If Manchin's effort results in
federal action, it could be the
third time that a West Virginia
tragedy has had nationwide
ramifications.
The Mine Health and Safety
Act was written a year after a 1968
explosionat Famiington that killed
78 miners, including Manchin's
uncle. Federal laws governing the
construction of mine drainage
settling ponds were adopted after
125 people where killed when an

impoundment gave way in 1972
and flooded communities along
Buffalo Creek, less than 20 miles
from the Alma mine.
"When people get mad. they're
more likely to do something," said
Sen. John Rockefeller, D-W.Va.,
who was with Manchin when the
families of the Alma miners were
told the men were dead. "When I
go back to Congress... what's happened at Sago and what's happened here, there's got to be a lot
of mad people."
The Bush administration is
reviewing safety equipment in
mines after scrapping similar
initiatives started by the Clinton
administration. Miners' advocates said pulling those initia-

tives stopped potentially important safety rules from becoming
reality; the Republicans cited
changing priorities and resource
concerns.
The owner of the Sago Mine,
International Coal Croup Inc..
isn't waiting for federal action.
President Ben llalfield says
he's already formed a team to
pursue change.
"We are absolutely going to get
better and safer, and better-positioned to react to crisis, regardless of what state and federal
agencies say," I latfield said.
ICG's team will focus on
the latest research on mine
communication systems and
air supplies.

Come see us from the inside out.
We know you'll like what you see.
Spacious Living at a Reasonable Price
1, 2, 3, & 4 Bedrooms Available
Large Capacity Washer and Dryer
Furnished and Unfurnished Units Available
Private Full Size Bath in Each Bedroom,
Plus a Guest Powder Room
Large Walk In Closets
Free Internet and Cable TV
Built in Microwave and Dishwasher
Huge Kitchen
A Deck! Perfect for Cookouts and Big Enough to Use!
Clubhouse with a Fitness Room & Billiards
Outdoor Basketball & Volleyball Courts
!■

■
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■P
2057 /slapoleon Rd • 419.353.3300 • www.copperbeechto

The UMW supports requiring oxygen caches throughout
mines, as Peabod] Energ) and
Consol Energy Inc. do at some of
their larger mines.
"It's always been our position
if it takes you eight hours to walk
out of a mine, then there ought
to be eight hours of oxygen Ini
you to do that." said Phil Smith,
spokesman for the union. The
two men who died inside Alma
were equipped with oxygen
canisters thai typically produce about an hour's worth ol
breathable air.
"We need Congress to look at
this. We mx<\ stale legislatures
to look at this," he said. "Bui we
need action."
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Personals

VAN DRIVER ■ part- time

Buy a large pizza.
GET A FREE MEDIUM.

transportation to & Irom social services agency. Must be between the
ages ol 21-65, possess a valid Ohio
drivers license & an excellent driving
record 10-19 hours a week. Musi
be available Irom 2:00- 4:00 p.m. &
5:00
9:00 p.m.
M-F.
Salary
$7.69/hr. Submit resume and cover

Help Wanted
(BARTENDING1 up to KiOOVday No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
DAFFODIL DAYS

"STILL LOOKING FOR A
GREAT JOB" FULL TIME ONLY

Volunteers needed lo help w. fundraiser (or American Cancer Society.
Mon 5:15pm. room 200 West Hall

Lost Found
Lost Sony Cyber-Shot Camera.
It found please call
440-452-1554
Ask tor Amanda

Travel
"«1 Spring Break Website! Low
Prices guaranteed Book 11 people,
get 12th tup tree1 Group discounts
tor6.www.SDrinp.BreakDlacou.nte.
com or www.LrimfToiira.com or
800 838-8202.
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE!
5 Days From $299' Includes Meals.
Taxes. Entry To Exclusive MTVu
Events. Beach Parlies With Celebrities As Seen On Real World. Road
Rules' On Campus Reps Needed!
www.SpringBreakTravel.com.
1-800-678-6386
SPRING BREAK 2006
PANAMA CITY BEACH. FL
5.6.7 night packages
www.springbreakpcb.com

2000 Ford Taurus. Clean, Light Blue
4 Door SES Sedan, 65,000 miles,
AC, Power windows/locks, cassette,
very good cond Asking $4,900. Any

Chemistry background, part time, to
make simple titrations ot 50% Sullunc Acid. Number of hours & work
schedule to match availability. Small
company located 8 miles north ol
BGSU. Contact Gramm Industries at

Pagliai's Pizza Today 4 to 9 pm.
2 lor 1 pizza. Pick up or eat In.
945 S Main 352-7571.

HIRING IMMEDIATELY'!
"Fun Work and Good Money"
Only 15 Min Away in Perrysburg
Part Time Positions
Must be available all evenings
Work Nights Alter Class
"M-Fli 4:00-9 PM and Sat Morning
Phone Sales Positions No Exp
Necssary Paid Training
Call Kris TODAY@261 6034
TruGreen ChemLawn

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUNI SAVE
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun
loving counselors to leach all activities. Great summer1 Call 888 8448080. apply: campcedarcom
Fort Meigs YMCA currently hiring tor
belore & alter school child care at
our Bowling Green & Perrysburg locations Must have some experience
working with children. If interested,
please send a resume & availability
to swetzellSvmcatoledo.org
or fill
out an application at 13415 Eckel
Junction Rd. Perrysburg OH 43551.

S F. R V I N G

Accompanist wanted lor
Lutheran Church in Waterville
Interested person call 419-878-0266

SINCE 197 2

PO
OH

43402.

SPACE IS LIMITED-CALL TODAY
Held at 12401 Eckel Rd.
Perrysburg.
OH 43551
CALL TODAY 419261-6034
EOE Ml DAT

EOE M'F/D/V

Spring Break Panama City From
S199! Beachlront Rooms at Board
walk, Holiday inn1 Free Party Package. Food at MTVu Party Tent1 Bahamas Cruise S299. Daytona $179.
Cancun, Acapulco. Nassau S599'
SpnngBreakTravel com
800-678-6386

Children's Resource Center,
Box 738, Bowling Green.

We pay up to $75 per online survey
www.myspendingcash.com

"$10'HR-COMMISSION"'

For Sale

For Rent
" Houses S Apts tow . 0607 All
close lo campus, low as $199.00
mo. Quiet, close to downtown.
Updates Avail. @CARTYRENTALS.
COM or call 353-0325 9am-9pm
1 bathroom apt. Storage

room. Very close to campus,
$550 mo Call 1-843-425-6770
2 bdrm. house, WD hookup.
storage shed. $525/mo. ♦ util.
419-353-1556.

3 BDRM/ AC washer/dryer Close
to campus'downtown. Nice house,
avail in Aug.$l280/mo4l9-308-l242
3 bedroom, houses.
1 & 2 bedroom, apartments.
Available Aug. Call 419-308-2457.
3/4 bdrm. apts. recently remodeled.
Multiple students unrelated OVER 3
allowed Call 419-308 3525
10am- 10pm 619 High SI.

«9 153-2277

HOUSESr
CLOSE TO CAMPUS

FRESH

30 day satisfaction guaranteed.
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355
419-3520590.
Buckeye Studios
Student housing available lor 2006
Monthly/semester & yr. long leases.
Fully lurnished. includes all utilities
&25' TV. Call 419-352-1520.

The Enclave Apartments

May 2006 Leases

5

pi

419-353-5100

August 2006 Leases

706 Napoleon ltd.

• 849 6th St, Jbdrm
S750/mo
• 239 B Manville, I bdrm
$3507mc>

Recieve $100 Cash
Before Spring Break

• 849A 6th St., I bdrm
S325/mo

"The Place to IJre"
si) Security Oeposll
Item liiini $299

Call 419-352-9392
for current listing

3EEHSES

qoli INI I KM Ml-: DKIVI
rot I -jandkuaj
■SMt-

(

www.collogeparkweb.com

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

I... .U.I

2 Day Advance Ticket Sales

From Only $475!

GLORY ROAD |PG|
' 15 4 10 7 05 9 45
KING K0NG(P0-IS|
100450850
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA THE LION. THE
WITCH AND THE WARDROBE (Mi) 1 004 00720
WALK THE LINE IP0-11I 1 20 4 00 7 00 9 40
RUMOR HAS IT (PC-1JI
3:459 30
• UNOERWORLO EVOLUTION IRI 1 30 4 15
700930
LAST HOLIDAY (PG-131 130420715950
TRISTAN 1 ISOLOEinVUM 40 4 257 10955
HOODWINKED (PCI 100300500700915
HOSTELlRl
105 315 5 30 7 451000
THE RINGER {PG-I3I
115 710
CHEAPER BY THE 00ZEN 2 IPO) I 00 3 15

On selected floor plans

NOW LEASING 2006-2007

• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance

Georgetown Manor 800 3* St.

• Patio

I & ? Bedroom Aporlments

• Spacious kitchen

Polking ond Laundry Facilities

• Pets welcome!

Got, Water. S Sever paid.

The "Blue House" 616 P St.

-FREE HEAT

700930

-y.,
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• jft-tu/fau O
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immsiMiAiAii surym SHOWS n.50
5 30 7 30 9:40
5 20 7 209:30

WALK THE LINE IPG-131

400700940

FLIGHTPLAN (PO-131

5 10 7 20930

JUST LIKE HEAVEN tPO-131

5007009:10
5 107 109 10
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ACROSS
1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19

Kind ol shark'
Hand warmers
At that time
Hodgepodge
Concur
Architect Saannen
Kind ol shark
Put down

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Outer edges
Like some stadiums
Kangaroo pouches
Sound ol disgust
Without cost
Achievements
Touring cars
E-mail ancestors

11 Listen to
12 New York state canal

41

13 Signs of sleepiness
18 Yeats' country
22 Having an entranceway
24 Funny Jack
26 Dull finish
.
27 Hawaiian greeting
28 Southern constellation
30 Not sideways
32 Loose-jawed
33 Stir from sleep
34 Winter droppings
36 Improve
38 Wiser

42
47
49
52
54
55
56
57
58
60
61
62
65

Medicinal herb
As if afloat
Bauble
Impose a bias upon
Motor or mechanism]
starter
Knock-out gas
D.C. office ol note
Constellation
nea
Carina
Clapton or Ambler
Scorch
Employ
Sicilian volcano
Stagger
Assist

45 Gush forth
46 Facilitating
48 Trawlers' gear

50 USNA grad

20 First
generation
Americans
21
23
25
26
29
31
35
37
39
40
43
44

Sen. McCarthy's assistant

51
53
55
59
63
64
66
67
68

Japanese-

Knickknack shelves
Beat decisively
Hang-up
_ de mer
Fencer's instrument
Soda sippers
Grad
Wayside slopovers
Minneapolis suburb
Three kinds ot shark
Greenland base
Hindu training discipline
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THE HEAT
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Just 30 <
a gallon

989 S. Main St. (Next to Pagliai's)
1058 N. Morn St. An hont ol Goodwill)

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Copper Beech townhouse. Private
bdrmbathrm. Iree cable/DSL internet. $313.75 mo. plus 1/4 elec.S wa-

Apartment For Rum
424 E. Wooster, Lg. 3 Bdrm
Avail. Fall 2006. $900' mo.

Apartment For Rent
426 E. Wooster, Lg. 1 Bdrm.
Avail. Fall. 2006, $425' mo.
Util inc.. 352-5882.

ter. Immed. occup. (440) 328-9074.

Util. inc. 352-5882.

FOR RENT: 2 BR, near BGSU.
2 BR apt. . turn, w/ cable. Across
Irom BGSU. Avail 1st ol the year.
$680 mo. JBIand16@aolcomor
(415)420-1607.

Houses/Apts. for 06-07 school year
12 month leases only

Grad./Senior Housing

Quiet tenants preferred.

Highland Management
130 E. Washington Street
419-354-6036
12 month lease only

Grad./Senior Housing
Highland Management
HomesteaoVLiberty
1 and 2 bedrooms
12 month lease only
419-354-6036
Quiet Tenants Desired

S Smith Contracting. LLC.
419-352-8917-532 Manville Ave,

Office open 10-2 M-F
wYfiY.Macartmenls.cflm
Low Monthly Rentals

Subleaser needed May - Aug.
Copper Beach. 3-4 person unit.
Fully turn., cheap utilities, pets allowed. Contact 419-2170935

$375 monthly included utilities,
phone, cable, and furniture.
No Contract.

Subleaser Needed.
Big. Spacious House.
$325 mo. 8 utilities. 330-701-8575

Please Call 419-352-5211.

We are looking for 2 students
to share house rent with at
219 E. Merry St. 419-351-3639.

Sublease at the Enclave.
Discounted price $275/mo for turn,
apt. Male or Female. No long term
lease required. Available now. Rest

WELL MAINTAINED
2 BEDROOM APTS
5th & 7th STREETS. 352-3445

ot Jan. is free. Contact John Ostroske at J.D.osfroske@gmail.com
or (440) 241-3958.

GTUDBHTG

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

DAYS INN

Sfcfcfc

Fully Furnished Rooms
at competitive prices
without cost of utilities
or contracts to sign.

Call or stop in
419-352-5211
1550 E. Wooster St.

Retired teacher and prolessor will
share house. 5 bdrm, 2 wood burning fireplaces, wooded lot. $255/
mo. includes all utilities. Call after 7
and leave message. (419)352-5523

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
,
(419)352-1150
j

Winthrop Terrace Apartments.
1 S 2 Bedroom Apartments.
419-352-9135.

IMMtMMpiMsfllMlIk
nTOfowfrrjri
6-9-l?Ho«h
SU9-U5
IfMMttk
RKdMkii
i.iir'uMfvJWiciV'XW

419-352-7691

Downtown, Newly remodeled

135 H. Church St.
317 H. Enterprise
3 Bedroom House
FAMILY OWNED & OWRATED

CONTACT IUCIE 419 354 9740

2 FREE VISITS
With any 10 visit
package purchase

exp. 1/31/2006

3 MONTHS

1 MONTH

exp 1/31/06

only $25.35,..
exp 1/31/06

No Hidden Fees No Credit Gird Required

S0UTH5IDE
LAUNDROMAT
993 S, Main
419-35316

n

i A

Qi/e cajie about fk uotyr. you a/tthk/

2 Bedroom Apartments

only$56.34u, ;

THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. Main
419-354-'!59

1

133.5 H. Church St.

In the standard beds ! In the standard beds
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3 Bedroom House

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

THE
TANNING
CENTER
RODIM*
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Management Inc.
wwxv.meccabg.com
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Watermill
POTS!
Open 24 hrs.

Singles
Leaf collector
Dumbfounds
Lower
Actress Miles
Kind of shark
Landed
Use
Sea eagle

1 & 3 Bedroom Apartments

FUN WITH DICK 4 JANS IPO-I3I 100310
5 20730940

AEONFLUXiPO-13:

1
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ALLSTADIIM SEATING

l*art> room nvailnhlr for hirthtla>
pMrtli". m kniMll iirtiup*
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Ouiel Tenants Desired

•835 5th,4bdrm
SlOOO/mo

{jOatmdee \£*t*

r

Office Open 9-3 M-F

•831 5th St, 3bdrm
SlOOO/mo

• /«*/

■-

3/4 bdrm house $825 per mo. »
util. Available now or May
Ph. 419-937-2215 or 419 934-0128.

Call now & ask about our specials
1 & 2 bedroom apts. available in serene, park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water & trash.
Bowling Green Village 352-6335.

16 i S. Main ■ Bowling Green

■

■ ••'■•■'■• ■

questions call Brad (440)759-1145

2 bdrm.

fc'Xpn?SS

Provide

Entry Level-Sales & Managers.
No Exp. Needed- Paid TrainingWork 12 9PM $$ SALARY ♦
COMM FULL BENEFITS $$"lnformation Sessions-Tues. Jan 24 at
12PM & Thurs. Jan. 26 at 12PM

tel 419-872-7632 or lax 419-8727634

Watermill

brought to you by

CAMPUS POLLYEYES

Every Mon 2-9pm. 352-9638

Campus Events

The Daily Crossword Fix

Help Wanted

KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS
LOG ON TODAY TO:
• View our 2006/2007 availability
• View pictures, map of locations,
paperwork ana other info to make
. your search easier.

• www.meccabg.com

NOW RENTING FOR 2006-2007
— Stop by office for listing) —

Austrailian Cold
Lotions Always
25% off!

1045 N. Main Suite 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402

419.353 5800
info@meccalxj com

I

